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Chapter 1: Fundamentals

The purpose of this book is to introduce a new user to the cOS Core network operating system.
cOS Core is the software that powers Clavister's principal product range of Next Generation
Firewalls. cOS Core provides a wide range of features for a network administrator to control,
restrict and monitor the data traffic passing through a Clavister firewall. That traffic flow could be
between any types of networks, either public or private.
cOS Core does not run as software on top of another operating system, such as Linux. Instead, it
runs directly on its hardware platform and is therefore, itself, a true operating system. The
absence of an underlying host operating system means that cOS Core combines high
performance with a small memory footprint and is well suited to environments with hardware
resource constraints. cOS Core can run both on Clavister hardware or under a hypervisor in a
virtual environment.
This chapter will describe the fundamental principles that cOS Core uses regarding IP policies,
management, routing, routing principles and other functions. If you are already familiar with
these principles, you can skip to the next chapter.
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The separate Clavister cOS Core Administration Guide describes each feature and function in
greater detail. This cookbook will concentrate more on solutions and scenarios rather than try to
explain in depth what every setting does. It is recommended to combine this cookbook with the
cOS Core Administration Guide in order to get a more in-depth understanding of cOS Core. The
Administration Guide is almost a thousand pages long and it is included as part of the PDF file
documentation set for every cOS Core release. It can be downloaded from Clavister's corporate
website (www.clavister.com).

1.1. The Concept of Objects
This section will explain the concept and usage of cOS Core Objects . It will also talk generally
about using the Web User Interface (WebUI) for managing cOS Core (any web browser can be
used to connect to cOS Core for management). How to use the WebUI, when not to use it, and
why it's important to keep everything well structured right from the start.
There are other ways to manage cOS Core as well, such as via SSH, InControl or by using the
console port. In this book we will mainly be using the WebUI for management.
Objects can be used in all aspects of a cOS Core configuration. For instance, we can create an IP
object called "My_IP" and give it an IP address such as 192.168.1.1. We can then use that object's
name in other places such as with IP Policies, Interfaces or User Authentication.
Using address book objects has some important benefits:
l

It increases understanding of the configuration by using meaningful symbolic names.

l

Using address object names, instead of entering numerical addresses, reduces errors.

l

If changes are needed on an address book object, all functions and features that use that
object will be updated automatically.

We will go into more detail on how to use the various objects as we progress through the book.

Using the Address Book With Other Objects
There are many types of cOS Core configuration objects that can be created. In order to keep to
the basics, for now we will only discuss IP address objects in the Address Book as well as Service
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objects. Other object types will be explained in later recipes as we progress.

Figure 1.1.1 is a screenshot from the management web browser interface (WebUI) that shows
the first part of the Objects menu.

Figure 1.1.1 Object view

When we create, for example, an IP Policy, we get the option to either manually input a numeric
IP address or network directly, or we can use a named object that already exists in the address
book.
It is highly recommended to use addresses from the address book with IP policies, routing and
other object types. The configuration will become difficult to read and structure if we enter
numeric IP addresses and networks directly. For example, the IP Policies shown in the WebUI
screenshot below use numeric IP addresses instead of address book objects.

Figure 1.1.2 IP Policies without address book objects

Our IP policies, or any other part of the configuration, will be better structured and easier to read
if we use address book objects. This is shown in the figure below where the IP Policies from
above now use address book objects instead of numeric values.

Figure 1.1.3 IP Policies with address book objects
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However, it is still possible to mouse-over an address book object to get a tool-tip which shows
the numeric IP address or group membership.
The greatest advantage of using address book objects is when we need to change an existing
address book object. Changing the object in the address book means that all locations in a cOS
Core configuration where the object is used will be updated automatically. There is therefore no
need to go into each individual policy, route, user authentication and so on, manually and update
each one to reflect the new object value.

Services
A Service object is a reference to a specific IP protocol with associated parameters. A service
definition is usually based on one of the major transport protocols, such as TCP or UDP, which is
associated with a specific source and/or destination port number (s). For example, the HTTP
service is defined as using the TCP protocol with the associated destination port 80 and any
source port.
The screenshot below shows the basic properties of a cOS Core Service object.

Figure 1.1.4 Service object properties

However, service objects are not restricted to just the TCP or UDP protocols. They can be used to
include ICMP messages as well as user-definable IP protocols, as shown in figure 1.1.5.

Figure 1.1.5 Service object types
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1.2. Introduction to IP Policies
A fundamental function of cOS Core is found in IP policies (sometimes referred to as security
policies). This section will describe what an IP policy is and how to use it, along with some tips.

Differences Between an IP Policy and an IP Rule
There are two main types of traffic rules: IP Policies and IP Rules. Adding either of these can be
seen in the WebUI screenshot below.
We will go through some of the other types of traffic rules seen in the screenshot as we progress
through the book.

Figure 1.2.1 Adding a new IP Policy or IP Rule

IP Policies and IP Rules are two types of rules that do the same thing. The purpose of IP policies
is to help users create rules by reducing the required number of rules and steps by automatically
creating additional rules when needed (depending on the action type and networks used).
We will base all of our examples, descriptions and illustrations in this book on IP Policies instead
of IP Rules as they fill the same purpose but IP Policies are easier to work with and supports
some features that IP rules do not, such as Email control for IMAP.
Since we encourage our users to use IP Policies instead of IP Rules, IP Rules are disabled by
default in new configurations. They can be enabled again by going to Advanced settings under
the System tab and then check the Allow IPRules box under Misc. Settings.
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IP Policy Properties
When creating an IP policy, a number of different fields can be modified.
These fields defines how cOS Core should treat the IP policy in question. For example, should it
hide the client's source IP/network by using Address Translation? Or perhaps it should drop
traffic without telling the client (Deny)?
The most common IP policy properties are the following:
l

Action
With the action we can decide whether we should Allow or Deny the traffic from the
defined source interface + network to the destination interface + network.

l

Deny Behavior
If you choose the Action Deny you will get an extra option called Deny Behavior. The Drop
behavior will drop the packet from the defined source interface + network to the
destination interface + network without telling the client that the packet was dropped. The
Reject behavior can be used if the client should be informed that the target service is
unavailable. From a security perspective, it is recommended to use Drop instead of Reject
as it is usually better to say nothing at all instead of telling the client that there may be
something there.

l

Address Translation
Address translation can be used to either change the source IP that we will use when
sending traffic, or to change which destination IP the traffic should be sent towards.

l

NAT(Network Address Translation)
NAT can only be configured on Source Address Translation. A NAT address translation
means that we mask the source IP of the traffic. This translation is normally used when
clients on private IP addresses want to reach the Internet and their source IP addresses
must be changed before leaving cOS Core.

l

SAT (Static Address Translation)
SAT can be configured on Destination as well as Source Address Translation. A SAT address
translation means we translate the destination or source IP (depending on what we
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choose) to a specific IP, set in the New IP Address field. This kind of translation is normally
used to give external access to internal resources, such as a web server.
l

Auto
Automatic address translation can only be configured on Source Address Translation. Auto
translation will check whether the traffic should be NAT'ed or not depending on the source
and destination. If both the source IP and destination IP are classified as private IP
addresses, NAT will not be used. If the source IP is classified as private and the destination
IP is classified as a public IP, NAT will be used.

We will explain other features of the IP Policy as we progress through the book.

1.3. Introduction to Routing
IP routing is one of the most fundamental functions of cOS Core. Any IP packet flowing through
a Clavister Next Generation Firewall will be subjected to at least one routing decision at some
point in time, and properly configured routes are crucial for the system to function as expected.
A Route defines where a network is located. Let's look at the simplest definition of a route by
choosing an interface and a network such as the one shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 1.3.1 A basic route
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Note
It is not recommended to enter a network address directly, but we will do it in this
example so it is easier to understand. Usually, an address book object would be used.

In the previous screenshot, we are telling cOS Core that in order to find hosts in the
192.168.50.0/24 network, we must use the LAN interface. When configuring routes, configure
them as if cOS Core is asking the following question: "I want to reach network XXXX. Behind
which interface can I find it?"

1.4. Two Important cOS Core Principles
Principle 1: Rule Ordering
By rules, we mean IP policies/rules, User Authentication Rules, Remote Management Rules, Pipe
Rules and more. Basically, anything related to configurable rules that determine how a function
or feature behaves. The main principle of such rules is that they are read from the top to the
bottom. This means that cOS Core will traverse the specific rule list/set until it finds a matching
rule and when a match has been found the rule processing stops.
This makes it extremely important that our rules are configured in the correct order. To make a
simple IP policy example, we have two policies that look like this:

Figure 1.4.1 Problematic IP policy ordering

In this case, we have a DropAll policy at position #1 and a new policy at position #2 that allows
DNS queries from the LAN interface and network. The second policy #2 in this scenario will
never trigger because the policy above it matches first and drops the traffic. Since a matching
policy has been found, no further rule processing will be performed.
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By moving our new DNS policy above the DropAll policy, as shown in the next screenshot, we
correct the problem.

Figure 1.4.2 Correct IP policy ordering

Detecting IP Rule Set Problems
Understanding how to read the rules is very important because otherwise it can inadvertently
open our network for both incoming and outgoing connections. If we look at the DropAll policy
in the next screenshot and read it from the left to the right, we will have the following matches
occurring:

Figure 1.4.3 Problematic IP policy ordering
l

Source interface is set to any. Match? Yes.

l

Source network is set to all-nets. Match? Yes.

l

Destination interface is set to any. Match? Yes.

l

Destination network is set to all-nets. Match? Yes.

l

Network service is set to all_services. Match? Yes.

So, all the criteria for a policy match has been met and the policy will trigger, and in this case
drop the traffic. cOS Core will not continue to search for any other policy matches as it has found
what it was looking for based on where the traffic was received, where it was going and what
port (or protocol) was used.
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Principle 2: Routing
When a routing table is evaluated, the ordering of the routes is not important. Instead, all routes
in the relevant routing table are evaluated and the "smallest" route is used. To explain what
"smallest" route means, let's consider if we have the following two routes:
1. Interface=LAN Network=10.10.10.0/24
2. Interface=DMZ Network=10.10.10.0/16
Since the first route has a /24 network of 256 addresses and the second route has a /16 network
of 65536 addresses, the first route is considered smaller and can give a match first.
A very common log entry related to routing problems is a log event containing the text "Default_
Access_ Rule". This will occur in the above scenario if traffic from IP address 10.10.10.10 is
received on the DMZ (DeMilitarized Zone) interface, because the LAN network (/24) is smaller
than the DMZ network (/16) and the smaller network will take precedence.
If traffic is appearing on an interface where cOS Core is not expecting it, the traffic will also be
dropped and this will generate a "Default_Access_Rule" log event message.

Using Route Metrics
The Route Metric can be used to tell cOS Core which route it should use in case there are several
routes that are identical. The metric value is set as a parameter on a route. For example:
1. Interface=Wan1 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP1-GW Metric=50
2. Interface=Wan2 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP2-GW Metric=100
In this example, the interfaces are different but the network is the same. By setting a lower metric
on the primary route for interface Wan1, we tell cOS Core that in the case of a network conflict,
it should use this route instead of the Wan2 interface route.
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Note
An identical route with the same metric can be a normal occurrence when used in
conjunction with server load balancing. Server load balancing is discussed in a later
chapter.

Identical Routes With Same Metric
Another common scenario that can occur is a situation where both the route and the metric are
identical, such as in this example:
1. Interface=Wan1 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP1-GW Metric=100
2. Interface=Wan2 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP2-GW Metric=100
In this example, cOS Core will be unable to determine which of the two routes it should use.
Their network size is the same and the metrics are also the same. The administrator wants cOS
Core to use Wan1 as its primary Internet provider interface and this particular setup could work
just fine for months, then all of a sudden it could stop working.
The reason for this is that since cOS Core will be unable to determine which route it should use,
it will use a random one. After a system restart it may choose a different route, so we could get
the false impression that it works and that things are configured correctly.
In order to address this problem we need to modify the metric on either the primary or
secondary route. If we want Wan1 to be the primary interface towards the Internet provider (in
this scenario) we need to set its metric to be lower than the Wan2 interface route, like this:
1. Interface=Wan1 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP1-GW Metric=50
2. Interface=Wan2 Network=all-nets Gateway=ISP2-GW Metric=100
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1.5. Using Comment Groups
Using comment groups to distinguish objects and rules is highly recommended. Using groups
with different colors and grouping will help significantly when reading larger configurations.
Performing comment group structuring of the address book, rules, routes and so on, as early as
possible is recommended.
To add a new comment group, select the first object we want to be part of the group, right-click
and select New Group . The example in the next screenshot shows this being done on the
address book.

Figure 1.5.1 Adding a new comment group
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Before adding comment groups, the address book might look something like the address book
shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 1.5.2 Address book without comment group separation

When all the objects that are part of a group are distinguished by a different color, the address
book becomes much easier to read.

Figure 1.5.3 Address book with comment group separation
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This chapter will describe how to perform the basic configuration of cOS Core in order to achieve
Internet access along with configuring basic routing and IP policies.
The objective of this chapter is to get started with configuring cOS Core and become familiar
with the Web User Interface (WebUI) and various other aspects of the basic setup procedure
such as remote management rules, licensing, firmware updates, allowing outgoing connections
and more.
The Clavister Next Generation Firewall used in this solution will have 4 physical interfaces which
have the logical names WAN, LAN, DMZ and ADM.
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Network Diagram Icons
As we move through the recipes in the book, we will encounter network diagrams that illustrate
the particular scenario we are looking at.
The network diagrams use a consistent set of icons which are shown below in Figure 2.1 , along
with a short description of what they represent.

Figure 2.1 Cookbook Diagram Icons
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Recipe 2.1. Basic installation, licensing, backup and
firmware updates
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to get management access to the Clavister Next Generation
Firewall to review the remote management rules, install a license on the firewall and to perform
a firmware update.

Detailed Discussion
When booting up the system for the first time, cOS Core automatically makes management
access available on a single predefined Ethernet interface and assigns the private IPv4 address
192.168.1.1 to it. The first interface is normally used for the management workstation
connection.
This management interface is labeled If1 in the complete interface list shown next in Table 2.1.1.
Interface Name

IP Address

core

127.0.0.1

If1

192.168.1.1

If2

127.0.2.1

If3

127.0.3.1

If4

127.0.4.1

Table 2.1.1 The default management interface

Connecting to the cOS Core can be done using any of the following methods:
l

Network connection to the WebUI using HTTP (TCP Port 80).

l

Network connection to the WebUI using encrypted HTTPS (TCP port 443).
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l

Network connection to the cOS Core CLI using SSH (TCP port 22).

l

Connecting to the cOS Core CLI directly via the firewall's Console Port.

Note
Centralized management configuration and access will not be discussed or used in this
book.

Changing the default management IP and network using the CLI
The default IP address and network set on the management interface may not always match
what the administrator wants. If the connecting client is not part of the 192.168.1.0/24 network
and connected to the first interface, WebUI and SSH access is not possible until this has been
changed.
The only way to change this is to use CLI via the local console. We will not go into details about
CLI usage and functionality as the majority of the book will be based on the WebUI.
Since it is a common question, we will list below the two basic CLI commands needed to change
the default IP address and network on the management interface and also to update the remote
management rule(s) to allow access from our new network.
Device:/> set Interface Ethernet if1
IP=192.168.98.14
Network=192.168.98.0/24
Device:/> set RemoteManagement RemoteMgmtHTTP rmgmt_http
Network=192.168.98.0/24
Interface=if1
For more information about the CLI, please see the cOS Core CLI Reference Guide.
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Note
With the default configuration the WebUI is only accessible via HTTPS since HTTP
management is disabled by default.

Connecting to the WebUI
To connect to the WebUI, open a browser such as Firefox, Chrome or Opera, and go to the IP
address of the management interface using HTTPS. In our setup it will be https://192.168.98.14,
as shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 2.1.2 The cOS Core login dialog

The default login and password for a new installation are both "admin".

The remote management rules
Once we have access to the WebUI, it will be a good idea to review the current management
access rules. These rules control the access levels to the WebUI, SSH, SNMP, REST API and
InControl, and from which interface(s) and network(s) clients are allowed to connect in order to
manage cOS Core.
The remote management rules can be found in the WebUI under System > Remote
Management.
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Figure 2.1.3 Remote management rules

In the rules shown above, we have configured management access using HTTPS (rule 1) and SSH
(rule 2 ) from the Adm interface and the Adm_ net network, which corresponds to
192.168.98.0/24 in the address book. With these remote management rules we have now
restricted access, the only way to be able to connect and reach the management WebUI (and use
SSH) now is by being part of the Adm_net network and to be located behind the ADM interface.
If we attempt to connect to the WebUI from any other interface or network, access will be denied.
The client will not be presented with a login prompt as cOS Core will actively drop the
connection attempt without reporting anything back to the client, as the user does not have
remote management access.

Further restricting management access
In many scenarios, the firewall will be placed in key locations in the network, so it is essential to
make sure that no unauthorized access is allowed. To further strengthen security we are going to
do two things:
Change the HTTPS port to something else.
To change the HTTPS port, go to System > Remote Management > Advanced Settings and
change the HTTPS Port to be the desired port as shown below. We will leave it on default port
443 in this chapter, as seen in Figure 2.1.4.
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Figure 2.1.4 Changing the HTTPS port

Demo mode and cOS Core licenses
When a Clavister Next Generation Firewall starts up, it will not have a license (unless previously
installed). Without a license cOS Core will run in demo mode for 2 hours. When in demo mode
the firewall can be used for trial and evaluation but some features will have limited functionality.
Even though most of the recipes and solutions in this book could be configured without a
license, we will assume that a valid license has been installed.
Once the 2 hour demo mode time limit has expired the firewall will become locked and it will
need to be restarted in order to get a further 2 hours of usage.
The purpose of a license is to define what capabilities and limitations cOS Core will have. Such
capabilities include such parameters like the number of VPN tunnels allowed and the maximum
number of routing tables.
There are several ways to install a license:
1. Automatic activation from the WebUI.
2. Manual activation and upload using the WebUI.
3. Manual activation and upload using the CLI.
4. Manual activation and upload using InControl.
In this exercise we will be using method 2 because automatic activation is not possible in a
virtual environment such as VMware™ and the aim is to be platform neutral in this book.
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License registration and upload
To register a license we need to access www.clavister.com and either log in with an existing
account or, if a new customer, create a new account.
After we have logged in we go to our account’s license section and input the required data such
as license key or service tag depending on what kind of license we have. Older Clavister firewalls
use a license key plus MAC address to register, while newer firewalls use a service tag plus
hardware serial number combination to register.
Once all the steps for registering a license are complete, we have the option to download the
license file. The license file will be in the format of "<license-key>.lic".
There are two WebUI locations where we can upload a license file to cOS Core:
l

Status > Maintenance > License

l

Status > Maintenance > Upgrade

Browse to the location of our downloaded license file and click upload license. Once the license
has been uploaded there will be two options:
l

Finish and restart cOS Core (recommended).

l

Finish and perform a reconfigure operation.

A reconfigure is similar to a restart when deploying a changed configuration. It is a soft restart
which is much faster than a full restart of cOS Core. The reason why a restart is recommended is
because memory for some parameters (for example, VPN tunnels) is only allocated after a
restart, so to guarantee proper functionality a restart is recommended.
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Recipe 2.2. Downloading configuration and system
backups
Objectives
Configuration backups are very important for any system administrator. Having the ability to
make a complete image of the configuration can be very useful and it can even be used to clone
a configuration from one Clavister firewall to another. This recipe looks at these operations.

Detailed Discussion
It is highly recommended to perform a backup of the configuration and system at regular
intervals. The backup feature in cOS Core can be found under Status > Maintenance >
Backup & Restore in the WebUI.
There are two types of backups that can be performed:
l

A configuration backup.

l

A system backup.

A configuration backup consists of only the cOS Core configuration; cOS Core itself is not
included. A system backup consists of the configuration, the cOS Core loader and the cOS Core
executable firmware. It is very useful to have access to a full system backup before we attempt
any firmware updates because we can then easily and quickly revert to the previous cOS Core
state if it is required.
In case we want to clone a cOS configuration or restore a backup on a new Clavister firewall after
a hardware replacement, it is important to remember that the license file will not be included in
any backup file.

Performing a cOS Core update
Keeping cOS Core up to date with the latest patch or release version is essential in order to
secure our network, as Clavister continuously improves and updates cOS Core.
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It is likely that the cOS Core version pre-installed on the new Clavister hardware might already
need an update. Due to the sensitive nature of where cOS Core is installed in a network (usually
a central point), there is no automatic update of cOS Core. All updates have to be performed
manually by the administrator.
New firmware updates and versions are downloaded from the Clavister corporate website after
registering and logging in. Once we log in to our user account, select the new cOS Core version
that we want to install and download the appropriate file that matches the hardware that we
have. Upgrade files will have the extension .UPG.
Firmware upgrades are performed by selecting System > Maintenance > Upgrade in the
WebUI, as shown below.

Figure 2.2.1 Uploading firmware

Important
Before performing any kind of firmware update it is highly recommended that a
complete system backup is created. Extensive testing is always performed on any new
cOS Core version to avoid problems but there may be new features and functions that
might cause differences in the behavior of the firewall.
Make sure to consult the release notes for a new version before upgrading
cOS Core. There may be a change that requires extra attention after the
upgrade is complete.
Since a complete system backup contains both configuration and firmware files it is the
fastest way to revert to the firewall's previous state.
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Recipe 2.3. Internet access for administrators
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to allow Internet access for the administrator from the
management (Adm_net) network. This access is illustrated below in Figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2.3.1 ADM to WAN network schematic with traffic direction arrow

Detailed Discussion
First, we need to decide which IP and network we want to assign for our various interfaces.
In our example, we will use the following networks for the various interfaces:
l

WAN – 203.0.113.0/24

l

ADM – 192.168.98.0.0/24
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l

DMZ – 192.168.99.0/24

l

LAN – 192.168.100.0/24

A common practice is to select the IP address used by the interface itself and to use either the
first or last usable IP in the network IP range (primarily because clients behind cOS Core will use
it as their default gateway).
The administrator will not have much control over IP addresses received from their ISP and there
may also be situations in our own internal network that will cause us to use an IP address
different from the first or last one.
In the screenshot below, we have created IP and network objects that we will use on the various
interfaces. These objects will be used and referred to in descriptions and in network schematics
as we progress through this chapter.

Figure 2.3.2 Address book object summary
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Once all the required objects and networks are created, we now go to the interface section of the
WebUI and make sure that all objects are assigned to the correct interface as shown in the
screenshot below.

Figure 2.3.3 Interface object allocation

We should note in the above that there is only one object which is set as the Default Gateway.
This is the gateway address of our Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Once every object is added to the relevant interface(s), we will do a quick check of the routing
table. Based on our current configuration, the routing table main should look like in Figure 2.3.4.
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Figure 2.3.4 Routing table summary

Note
This routing table will look different depending on the amount of interfaces and the
hardware platform.

Two Methods of Adding Routes
There are two ways to add routes to the routing table. One way is to enable the automatic route
creation on each interface, as shown in the screenshot below. These checkboxes are enabled by
default.

Figure 2.3.5 Automatic route creation options

This means that when we add a network object or gateway to an object like an Ethernet interface,
a route will be created and added automatically.
The other method is to manually create a route in the routing table. One of the drawbacks of
using the automatically created routes is that we cannot create comment groups on these routes.
So it can be a good idea to uncheck the above checkboxes and create routes manually in order to
be able to use comment groups. We will leave the options enabled because we will not do any
more modifications to the routing table in this chapter.
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IP Policies
Now we need to create the most important aspect of the recipe, the IP policies.

Figure 2.3.6 Main IP rules location

Normally, there would be a few IP policies auto-created (how many and how they are configured
varies depending on which cOS Core version we are using). In this book, we will assume an
empty IP rule set and create them from scratch.
In order to keep things simple we will create a very generous IP policy that will allow all users
behind the ADM (administrators) interface to connect to any IP on the external WAN interface
using any port and any protocol.
It would be reasonable to give the administrators temporary full external access in order for
them to go to the Internet to download software updates and other programs needed in
preparation for building and configuring the internal network. We say "temporary" because this
access will become more restricted as we progress.
Here we will use a new policy feature called Source Translation and NAT (Network Address
Translation).
Address Translation NAT means we allow the traffic from the defined source interface + source
network to the destination interface + destination network but we mask the source IP of the
traffic. This is normally used when clients on private IP addresses want to reach the Internet, their
source IP addresses must be changed before leaving cOS Core.
The most common Address Action used when NATing is Outgoing Interface IP which means that
the new IP we use to mask the traffic will be the Interface IP of the interface through which the
traffic exits, in below example this is the Wan interfaces IP. In some scenarios you might want to
use Single IP or NAT Pool as Address Action to manually choose which IP addresses to be used
as the new source IP but in this book we will only be using Outgoing Interface IP.
The IP policy we will now create will have the properties shown in Figure 2.3.7.
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Figure 2.3.7 IP Policy properties

For future reference, we will primarily use the IP policy summary to describe IP policies and their
properties unless special options are used. The policy summary for the above policy will look like
the screenshot below.

Figure 2.3.8 IP policy summary overview

The policy we have created will grant full access for everyone in any way connected to the ADM
interface without any restrictions, all ports and protocols are allowed.
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There is one more policy we would like to create before the end of this particular recipe. A policy
called "DropAll" with the properties shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.3.9 The "DropAll" policy

Our DropAll does not have any restrictions. The action is set to Deny with the Deny Behavior
Drop, source/destination interface is Any, source/destination network is all-nets and the service
type is “all_services”. This means everything on all interfaces and ports/protocols. Anything not
being initiated from the ADM interface and network will be dropped by this policy.

Why use a DropAll policy?
Without the DropAll policy, traffic not matching our newly created policy will fall down to the
bottom of the IP rule set. If there is still nothing there that matches, it will be dropped by a
hidden default drop rule called "Default_Rule". This rule is identical to our DropAll policy but the
advantage of having an explicit DropAll policy is that we can make it more distinct, give it a
unique name, change its log category (if needed) and we can also use comment groups to make
it clear that anything that reaches this policy will be dropped, as shown below.

Figure 2.3.10 A "DropAll" policy with comment groups

The DropAll policy is not a requirement, it is optional.
Again, it is highly recommended to use comment groups as soon as possible in order to start
making our IP rule set easier to read and understand. So far, it is very easy to read but once we
have hundreds or even thousands of policies and objects it will become harder.
Administrators can now access the Internet on all source and destination ports or protocols that
they choose.
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Recipe 2.4. Configuring the LAN interface for external and
internal access
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to give LAN users access to the Internet and also be able to reach
servers behind the DMZ interface. By "LAN users" we mean a user located behind the interface
called LAN. This person might also be referred to as the client, student or employee. The majority
of the people using the network will be located behind the LAN interface, as shown in Figure
2.4.1 below.

Figure 2.4.1 LAN to WAN network access
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Detailed Discussion
Since all the basic networks and IPs have already been defined, we only need to create a few
extra IP policies. No additional routes or changes to existing routes are needed.
We start by giving Internet access to our users behind the LAN interface by creating an IP policy
like the one shown below.

Figure 2.4.2 A NAT IP policy for the LAN interface

And this is all that is needed. This IP policy is using the action NAT as we are going from a private
network to something on the Internet. By creating this IP policy, we give our users behind the
LAN interface access to the Internet using the external WAN interface on any port and any
protocol. We set the destination interface to be WAN as we want to limit the number of
destination interfaces on which this IP policy could be triggered. This policy will now only trigger
if the destination interface is the external WAN interface (in other words, for Internet traffic).

Note
Don't forget to place any newly created IP policy above the DropAll policy in the rule set
because IP policy ordering is very important.

However, even though this works it is not recommended to configure the IP policy like this, but
many administrators choose to do so anyway. We will explain why this is not a good idea. The
main reason is security. By using the service "all_services", we do not restrict the external access
at all. Users are free to use whatever application and program they want to access the Internet.
Exploits, malware, keyloggers, bots etc. Anything a client's machine may get infected with will
have full access to do whatever they want.
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Even if many of these types of programs may use default ports such as 80 or 443, there is no
reason to open up full access towards the Internet. It is easy to configure, yes, but not secure or
recommended.
It is recommended to make an evaluation of what exactly can be initiated from the LAN interface
towards the Internet. If we look at the absolute basics, it is reasonable to allow the following
services: HTTP, HTTPS and DNS, as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.4.3 NAT IP policies for specific services

It is possible to create a service group in the address book and add "http, https and dns-all" to
that group. Then we only need one IP policy for all 3 services. It is a matter of personal
preference which method is used. In this book, we will create one IP policy per service for
simplicity.
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Accessing the DMZ from the LAN interface
We now have policies for basic Internet access. But since we have restricted these policies to only
trigger if the target interface is the external (Wan), they will not match if we try to reach
something in, for example, the DMZ. This is illustrated below in Figure 2.4.4.

Figure 2.4.4 Traffic from LAN to DMZ with traffic direction arrow

We could modify our existing policies to trigger for access on the DMZ interface as well, but it is
better to create new policies for access between multiple interfaces. Some reasons why this is a
good idea are the following:
l

Better overview of policy functionality.

l

Less chance of accidental access to restricted resources.

l

Easier to customize functionality.
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In order to allow users to initiate connections from the LAN to the DMZ network, we need an IP
policy that looks like policy 4 in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.4.5 LAN to DMZ IP policy

Note that policy 4 in the above rule set is not an address translation policy (both source and
destination translation are set to None). The reason for this is because there is no need to mask
the source sender IP for communication between two internal private networks. It is however up
to the administrator to decide what kind of actions and services he wants to use on the policies
and what kind of requirements there are in the overall network design.

Why use all_services on the policy towards the DMZ?
This is a matter of preference and it is up to the administrator to decide how much access should
be allowed between the internal networks.
Many would prefer to allow full communication between their own internal networks. Some
administrators even use Stateless policies for this communication. It is however recommended
to use state tracked policies whenever possible (Stateless policies are not state tracked).

Should users behind the LAN interface have access to the DMZ at all?
There is a higher chance that a machine in the LAN gets infected by malicious programs than a
server in the DMZ. Restricting access to the DMZ as much as possible is recommended.

Is there a reason for a normal user to access the servers in DMZ directly?
It all depends on how the network is designed and what kind of applications and content are
being run in the DMZ. Instead of allowing the entire LAN network access to the DMZ with all
ports and protocols, it would be better to provide limited access to the DMZ for specific
computers. One way to do that is to use network object groups.
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Further restricting the access to only allow specific services such as HTTP, DNS etc. is even better.
Any access between two interfaces that allows all ports/protocols or the entire network is a
potential security risk.

Creating and using network object groups for customized access to the DMZ
In Figure 2.4.6 below, we have 3 client PCs with static IP addresses that should be given access to
the DMZ from the LAN interface. We want to move away from our previous policy of allowing
the entire network behind the LAN interface to reach the DMZ.

Figure 2.4.6 Access from hosts in LAN to the DMZ network

The above shows three specific computers behind the LAN interface that will be given access to
the servers behind the DMZ interface. The orange arrow shows the direction we want to be able
to initiate the traffic.
To accomplish this, we create 3 new address objects that contain the IP addresses of the
machines behind the LAN interface, as seen in figure 2.4.7. These machines will be given access
to the DMZ and they will have static IP address configured.
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Figure 2.4.7 LAN host objects with corresponding addresses

Next we create an address group object to contain our newly created network objects as shown
below.

Figure 2.4.8 Adding a network group object to contain our 3 machines in LAN

Then we give the group an appropriate name and include our objects in the group, as shown
below.

Figure 2.4.9 Adding network objects to a group object
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Once the group object is complete, we change our Lan_to_Dmz policy to use our newly created
group object as source network instead of the entire Lan_net (192.168.100.0/24) object. This is
shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.4.10 Using a group with an IP policy

The effect of this change is that only the three PCs behind the LAN interface will have access to
the DMZ network. If anyone else tries to reach the DMZ from the rest of the LAN network, the
connection attempt will be dropped.
Currently we allow all ports and protocols from these machines to the entire DMZ network, but
this can be changed as well. We can limit access to only allow specific ports and also to only
allow access to one or more specific IP addresses in the destination network in a similar way to
what we did with the connecting client PCs.
As an example, let us configure a really secure policy for access from LAN to DMZ with the policy
below.

Figure 2.4.11 Example of a secure policy when giving access to the DMZ

Now, we have created a new address book object called "Dmz_Server_1" which is a single IP
address to a server in the DMZ. We use that object as the destination network for the IP policy
and also limit the ports that can be used to only one: HTTPS port 443. This is really secure and
the chance of unauthorized access to this server is very low.
These are just some of the basic things we can do in the Clavister firewall. We could also add
layers upon layers of verifications and authentication to even further restrict access. We could
require a username and password, restrict access to only certain times or days of the week,
require an encrypted Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection, specify which client MAC
addresses are allowed, limit which applications that are allowed to run on the designated port
and much more.
In the end it will be up to the administrator to decide how he would like to restrict
communication between the various networks and interfaces, but cOS Core provides the tools
needed.
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Tip
When creating new policies there is a very handy feature called "Clone". When we setup
a new policy, (or service, address book object etc.) there is a fairly good probability that
it will be based on an existing policy with some minor changes in parameters.
In those situations we can right-click an existing policy and select "Clone" to clone that
particular policy then give it a new name and parameters. This is shown in the
screenshot below.

Figure 2.4.12 Policy/object cloning

Note that an object clone is always added at the end of the current list of objects.
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Recipe 2.5. Configuring a DMZ and allowing access to an
internal web server
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to allow Internet access to the server (s) and other computers
located in the DMZ.
It would be reasonable to provide computers in the DMZ with at least some external access in
order to download such things as system updates or new Anti-Virus signatures.

Figure 2.5.1 presents an overview of networks we will use in this recipe and the orange arrow
indicates the traffic direction path we are interested in.

Figure 2.5.1 DMZ to WAN network with traffic direction arrow

We will also create policies needed for users on the Internet to be able to reach a web server
located behind the DMZ interface.
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Detailed Discussion
All the basic networks and IPs have been already defined in earlier recipes. We only need to
create a few extra IP policies. No additional routes or changes to existing routes are needed.
The main difference here is that the policies will now allow traffic from the DMZ interface instead
of LAN.
The screenshot below shows the policies we have created to allow the servers in the DMZ to
connect to the Internet using the HTTP, HTTPS and DNS protocols.

Figure 2.5.2 DMZ to WAN IP policies that allows servers on DMZ to access Internet using
HTTP, HTTPS and DNS

Configuring policies for external access to an internal server in the DMZ
Our objective is to allow clients on the Internet access to a Web Server located in the DMZ.
So far we have only created policies allowing connections towards the DMZ interface when the
connections are being initiated from internal networks located on the LAN interface. Now, we
will create policies that enables us to reach a web server located on the DMZ interface from the
Internet.
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The diagram below illustrates what we are trying to achieve, with the orange arrow indicating
the traffic direction we want to use.

Figure 2.5.3 Connecting to internal web server on DMZ from a client on the Internet

To accomplish this we will use a policy feature called Destination Translation and SAT (Static
address translation). The policies we have used so far have been using Source Translation (NAT
(Network Address Translation) ) or no address translation at all.
Destination Translation can be found just below Source Translation in the IP policy configuration.
We will only be using Address Action Single IP in the examples of this book. In the screenshot
below is an example of what Destination SAT can look like.

Figure 2.5.4 Configuring Destination Translation and SAT
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Note
Some network equipment vendors use the term "port forwarding" when referring to
SAT. Both terms refer to the same functionality.

In order to keep things structured we create a new IP address object in the address book we call
"Web Server" with the properties shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.5.5 The IP address of the web server

Using the server object above as the New IP Address for the destination translation, the next step
is to create a SAT policy like the one shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.5.6 SAT policy definition

Using Core as the Destination Interface
One consideration that is important to highlight in the above definition is the destination
interface. Here, we have selected Core as the target interface but what exactly is the Core
interface?
Specifying Core as the destination interface indicates that it is cOS Core itself that must respond
to traffic arriving on this interface. Examples of the use of the Core interface are when cOS Core
responds to an ICMP "Ping" request or when it acts as a PPTP or L2TP server.
By specifying the destination interface of a route as Core, cOS Core will know that it is itself that
is the ultimate destination of the traffic. There are some exceptions to this rule but we will not go
into details regarding those in order to avoid confusing things at this point.
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In our current setup, all IP addresses that are configured on the various physical interfaces are
automatically Core routed. This means IP addresses 192.168.98.14, 192.168.99.1, 192.168.100.1
and 203.0.113.10, and lastly the localhost IP 127.0.0.1 all have routes which have the route's
interface set to Core.
The IP address object we created for the web server (192.168.99.100) is, therefore, not a Core
routed IP.

Using the WAN IP as destination network
As shown above, we are using a source interface of WAN and a destination network of Wan_ip.
This can be a bit confusing as both the source and destination are seemingly the same. We have
to keep in mind the traffic direction and how the policy is interpreted by cOS Core.
From a client perspective, the client wants to simply connect to our web server at a specific IP
address. In this case, it is the address Wan_IP. From cOS Core’s perspective, we need to create a
policy that allows the traffic the client wants to initiate towards our server on the inside.
Let's list out what is happening:
l

l

l

l

Src if: When traffic is sent from the client it will arrive on the Internet interface, Wan. The
source interface on the policy must then be WAN (or Any, but that is much less secure) as
this is the interface that traffic is arriving on.
Src net: We do not know the source IP of the client. There can be thousands, if not
millions, of different source IPs that want to connect to our web server. We have chosen
"all-nets" as the source network due to this reason which means all IPv4 IP addresses.
Dest if: The destination interface will be the interface where "Wan_ip" is routed since this
IP belongs to the Core interface and, as previously explained, the destination interface has
to be Core (it could be Any, but that is insecure).
Dest net: This is the IP address to which the client wants to connect and is basically the
end of the journey for the client's request. In our example, it is the "web servers" public IP
address, which is Wan_ip.

Now, clients on the Internet will be able to access the web server located behind the DMZ
interface by connecting to the external public IP address of the Clavister firewall (203.0.113.10).
In the background, however, the destination address will be translated to connect to the internal
web server (192.168.99.100) located behind the DMZ interface.
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Recipe 2.6. Accessing the DMZ web server from the
internal (LAN) network
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to configure our IP policies so that users behind the LAN interface
(and part of the Lannet) would be able to connect to the corporate webpage/server located on
the DMZ by connecting to the external interface, as shown next in Figure 2.6.1.

Figure 2.6.1 DMZ web server connection from LAN client via a public IP
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Detailed Discussion
Previously, we configured access to the DMZ interface from the LAN interface using a normal
allow policy. This works fine if the connecting client knows the private IP address of the web
server and then connects directly to it.
However, this is a very unusual situation. If we have a corporate webpage, we do not connect to
it by typing in its private IP address such as 192.168.99.100. Instead, we type in the name of the
webpage name such as www.clavister.com.
Unless we have configured an internal DNS server in such a way that it replies with the private IP
address of the webpage, we need to make some modifications to our incoming IP policy. After
previous recipes, our incoming rule set now looks like the one shown below.

Figure 2.6.2 Incoming policy to DMZ from Internet

The problem is that the policy will not trigger when we initiate a connection from the source
interface LAN. This policy will only trigger if traffic arrives on the WAN interface.
To solve this problem, we create an interface group consisting of LAN and WAN.
Interface groups can be found in the WebUI by going to Network > Interfaces and then
selecting VPN > Misc > Interface Groups.
This is shown in the next screenshot from the WebUI.

Figure 2.6.3 Interface groups
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Next, add LAN and WAN to our interface group as shown below.

Figure 2.6.4 Creating an interface group

Next, use this interface group as source interface in our IP policy, as shown in the screenshot
below.

Figure 2.6.5 Incoming policy modified to also trigger on the LAN interface

Now we will be able to connect to the company webpage no matter if we are located on the
Internet or behind the LAN interface.
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Note
Even though we do not include the ADM interface in this group in this example, it might
be a good idea to do so to give administrators the same level of access.

This is not the only way to solve this particular scenario. We can also create a new SAT policy that
specifically triggers for the LAN interface. Or we can modify the SAT policy and the outgoing
policy for the LAN interface to include the Core interface. cOS Core is very flexible and there are,
in most cases, multiple ways to achieve an objective.
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Recipe 2.7. Accessing the web server from the same
interface as the web server itself
Objectives
There exists a very common configuration scenario that can occur when connecting to the
company webpage, if the client and server are located behind the same interface and network.
This recipe will discuss the problem and how to solve it. Figure 2.7.1 below, illustrates the
situation where there is a client located on the DMZ interface that wants to access the web server
located in the DMZ by connecting to a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). An example of an
FQDN is myserver.example.com.

Figure 2.7.1 Initiate a connection from DMZ to server in DMZ
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Detailed Discussion
The connecting clients want to reach the company webpage by typing in its web address (such
as www.clavister.com). This in turn will result in a public IP that needs to be handled within the
rule set described previously ( Recipe 2.7. Accessing the web server from the same interface as
the web server itself).
In the current configuration example, we do not have any policies that handle this particular
situation. Our rule set currently looks like the following for the incoming policies to the server in
DMZ:

Figure 2.7.2 The IP policy set for incoming traffic

Based on the source interface group we are using in the IP policy, we allow traffic coming from
both LAN and WAN. As we are initiating traffic from the DMZ interface in this scenario it means
that the policy will not trigger.
An easy solution would be to add the DMZ to our existing interface group object.
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The problem
But if we add the DMZ interface to the interface group and deploy these changes, we would still
be unable to reach the web server from the DMZ. Why is that?
The reason is due to a packet direction problem which is illustrated below.

Figure 2.7.3 The packet direction problem

The event flow will be as follows:
l

l

l

l

A client connects to the public IP address by typing in the web server’s public FQDN name
(1).
Our IP policy triggers and forwards the client request to the server in DMZ (2).
The server on DMZ gets a request from IP 192.168.99.250 which is part of the web server’s
own network range (192.168.99.0/24).
Since the IP is part of the server's own IP range, it will simply send the reply directly to the
connecting client (3).
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l

l

The connecting client gets a reply from a private IP address when it is waiting for a reply
from a public address as resolved by the DNS name.
The client gets confused by this as it receives an answer from an unexpected IP address
and drops the packet. The connection attempt fails.

To further clarify this issue with another example: If a client sends a request to IP 203.0.113.50, it
will expect an answer from this same IP. If it instead gets a reply from 192.168.99.100, it will
simply discard this packet and keep waiting for a reply from 203.0.113.50.

The solution
The solution is to hide the client’s true source IP from the server and making the web server
believe it should reply to the firewall instead of the client directly.
This is accomplished by placing a second policy for the Dmz that uses both NAT and SAT instead
of adding the DMZ interface to the interface group as shown below.

Figure 2.7.4 DMZ NAT policy solution

This means that when the DMZ client connects, policy #2 will trigger instead of #1.
If we come from a host on the Internet (let's say 203.0.113.5), since 203.0.113.5 is not part of our
DMZ network and the traffic is not coming from the DMZ interface, it will not trigger policy
number 2. Instead, policy number 1 will trigger as this is an IP address that exists (is routed)
behind the external Internet interface and does not exist behind Dmz.
If we arrive from a host on the DMZ (let’s say 192.168.99.250) and in this case the IP we are
coming from 192.168.99.250 is part of the DMZ network so policy number 2 will trigger.
This NAT policy will mask the client’s true IP address, so when the packet is arriving on the web
server it will have the IP of the DMZ interface as sender (192.168.99.1). The web server will reply
to this address and then the entire conversation between the connecting client and web server
will pass through cOS Core, keeping the communication connection intact between the client
and the server. The client gets a reply from the IP it sent the request to, as shown in Figure 2.7.5.
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Figure 2.7.5 Traffic packet flows when using NAT

The event flow is now as follows:
l

l

l

l

l

l

The client connects to the public IP address by typing in the web server’s public FQDN
name (1).
IP policy #2 trigger and forwards the client request to the server in DMZ (2).
The server in DMZ gets a request from IP 192.168.99.1, which is part of the web server’s
own network range (192.168.99.0/24).
The web server (192.168.99.100) sends the reply to 192.168.99.1 (3) which is an IP
belonging to cOS Core itself. The server does not reply to the client directly, avoiding the
previous problem.
cOS Core tracks the connections, so once the reply comes from the server, cOS Core will
know where to return or forward the reply.
The connecting client gets a reply from the IP it sent the request to and the user can access
the web server (4).
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Recipe 2.8. Extending administrator access and
structuring IP policies further
Objectives
This recipe will go into details about modifying and/or adding IP policies to the current IP rule
set to provide the administrator with as much access as possible to the clients, servers and other
equipment in the network shown below in Figure 2.8.1.

Figure 2.8.1 The complete basic network
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Detailed Discussion
All communication between the various networks goes through cOS Core. We must make sure
that the administrator has the access levels he needs to administrate the network. This includes
access to web-servers, client PCs and all the switches and routers in the network.
Based on previous recipes, the current policy for administrator access looks like the one shown
in the screenshot below.

Figure 2.8.2 The IP policy for the administrator

This IP policy means that the administrator currently only has Internet access, he cannot connect
to anything in either the LAN or DMZ zones.
Administrators usually needs full access to everything on every port and protocol so we must
add a second policy that provides access to every internal resource, both current and future. This
policy is shown below.

Figure 2.8.3 Adding administrator access to internal resources

This new policy does not have any restriction on the destination interface or network. It allows
full access to anything from the ADM interface.
Note also that the new policy does not use address translation. There is no immediate need to
address translate internal communication unless we run into a scenario such as the one
described in the previous recipe.
Of course there will always be exceptions and special circumstances that may require a NAT or
even Stateless Policies but this book does not attempt to discuss all the possible scenarios.
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Note
Giving the administrator interface and network complete access to all interfaces and all
networks can be considered a security risk. All one would need at this stage would be to
place a PC in the administration network and it would have full access to all network
resources making a network scan extremely easy.
It will be up to the administrator to decide how much he wants to lock down access to
the networks from the various interfaces. There are many security mechanisms and
ways to configure cOS Core that can be implemented to lessen the impact of
unauthorized access. Many of these will be discussed as we progress through the book.

Extending administrator access to the DMZ
Like other interfaces, we have not added the ADM interface to our interface group that is used
for the incoming connection to the web server. After adding the ADM interface to our interface
group it now looks as shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 2.8.4 Adding the ADM interface to an interface group

Modifying our IP policies accordingly, the final version of the rule set built up in this chapter now
looks as shown in Figure 2.8.5.
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Figure 2.8.5 The final IP rule set for the chapter

Most scenarios involve access from only one or two interfaces. The more we restrict access to a
particular resource the better. Configuring the use of Any or all-nets as interface or network
should be done with special care.
It is always better to specify the narrowest access possible in IP policies. Not doing this could
introduce "leaks" where the policies could allow unintended access to interfaces and networks.
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Recipe 2.9. Adding a DHCP server on the LAN interface
Objectives
This recipe will discuss how to configure a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server
on the LAN interface.
DHCP servers are extremely useful in any network no matter how many users are involved. They
can hand out IP addresses and network definitions to clients automatically. Direct administrator
intervention using static IP and network configuration is not needed. DHCP also helps to avoid
accidentally allocating the same IP more than once. IP address duplication can introduce IP
conflicts into a network which can cause many problems and can be difficult to troubleshoot.

Figure 2.9.1 below shows the LAN interface with a large number of connected clients which will
require IP addresses allocated to them using DHCP.

Figure 2.9.1 Multiple client PCs behind the LAN interface
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Detailed Discussion
DHCP servers are added and configured in the WebUI by going to Network > Network
Services > DHCP > DHCP Servers, as shown in the WebUI screenshot below.

Figure 2.9.2 DHCP servers

When we create the DHCP server, we need to decide how many IP addresses the address pool
should contain.
The network size on the LAN interface is a /24 network, so we have a total of 254 addresses to
use. 192.168.100.1 is used by cOS Core itself so that address always has to be excluded.
Depending on the amount of users in the network it is recommended to start at the upper levels
of the network range in order to avoid conflicts with any statically set IP addresses as they are
commonly set at the lower range.
We will therefore use a network range definition of 192.168.100.100-192.168.254, we can then
have a maximum of 155 connected clients not counting the statically configured clients. The
main DHCP server options are shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 2.9.3 DHCP server general settings
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First we select the interface filter (1) to be LAN. This is the interface the DHCP server will listen on
for incoming DHCP requests.
Secondly, for the IP address Pool (2), we will use our previously defined IP pool network object.
Lastly, we need to define a Netmask (3). As we have a network size of /24 we leave the netmask
as the default of 255.255.255.0. This needs to be manually set when the network size is not the
default /24 since the netmask calculation is not done automatically.
Next, we go to the Options tab. There are two more options that we must define in order to
make the DHCP server fully functioning and these are shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 2.9.4 DHCP server options

The first option is the default gateway (1). This is the default gateway we will tell clients to use
once they receive an IP lease offer from cOS Core. Since clients are behind the LAN interface and
we want them to use cOS Core to reach the Internet, we select the Lan_ip interface for this.
Next we need to define a primary (2) and optionally a secondary DNS server. This is so that
clients can make DNS queries without having to manually configure a DNS server on each client.
Create two new network objects in the cOS Core address book for the primary and secondary
DNS server based on the information we got from our service provider, use these two network
objects with the DHCP server.
After deploying these configuration changes we now have a fully functioning DHCP server.
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Note
There are many options on the DHCP server we have not discussed such as the relay
filter, the domain and lease times. The reason for this is because this is a basic setup.
The options and settings discussed here are the bare minimum required to get a DHCP
server up and running for the most common situations.
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Recipe 2.10. Adding a log receiver located behind the
DMZ interface
Objectives
This recipe discusses how to make cOS Core send logs to a target log receiver. cOS Core is
constantly generating log event messages which record what is happening in the network.
Messages can be anything ranging from DHCP server events to client connections being set up
when connecting to a webpage on the Internet.
It is highly recommended to configure a log receiver and to look at the received log events when
troubleshooting problems or looking at network usage. Figure 2.10.1 below, illustrates a log
receiver located behind the DMZ interface.

Figure 2.10.1 Syslog server located behind the DMZ interface

Detailed Discussion
The event messages generated by cOS Core can be sent to different types of log receivers. To
receive messages, it is necessary to configure one or more event receivers objects in cOS Core
that specify what events to capture, and where to send them. It is rare to change the default log
event settings on the log receiver as the default settings cover almost all situations.
A log receiver can be either Memlog (memory log receiver), Syslog, an InControl Log Receiver,
Mail Alerting or an SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) Event Receiver (traps) as
shown in Figure 2.10.2.
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A log receiver can be configured and/or added by going to System > Device > Log and Event
Receivers in the WebUI.

Figure 2.10.2 Adding a log receiver

Note
There can only be one Memory Log Receiver. If one is already configure the option to
add another will not be present.

The different types of log receiver are:
l

MemoryLogReceiver
cOS Core has its own logging mechanism also known as the MemLog. This retains a
limited number of log event messages in memory and allows direct viewing of recent log
messages through the Web Interface. As this is only stored in memory it will quickly be
overwritten with new log entries as they are generated. The memory log will also be reset
when the system restarts.

l

Syslog Receiver
Syslog is the de-facto log message standard for logging events from network devices.
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l

InControl Log Receiver
The separate Clavister Centralized Management product has the ability to receive and
analyze log event messages for one or many Clavister Next Generation Firewalls. Event
messages sent to the InControl log receiver use a Clavister proprietary event message
format for logging called FWLog. This format has a high level of detail and is suitable for
allowing analysis of large amounts of log data.

l

SNMP Traps
An SNMP2c Event Receiver can be defined to collect SNMP Trap log messages. These
receivers are typically used to collect and respond to critical alerts from network devices.

l

Mail Alerting
Mail Alerting can be configured to send log messages in an email to a specified email
address via a nominated external SMTP server.
The intended purpose of this feature is to provide a means of quickly alerting the
administrator of any important cOS Core events so the selected level of severity for the
events sent in this way will usually be very high.

Adding a syslog receiver
As an example, we will add a syslog receiver located behind the DMZ interface. For a basic setup
the only thing we need to do in cOS Core is to create a network object with the IP to the log
receiver server (192.168.99.101 in this case) and then select that IP address object in the SysLog
receiver configuration, as shown below.

Figure 2.10.3 Configuring a Syslog receiver

Once the configuration is deployed, cOS Core will start to send any log event generated to the
log receiver. It is also possible to exclude some log categories and log IDs sent to the log
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receivers if they are of no interest to the administrator. Keep in mind, however, that some log
events are needed to compile reports such as for bandwidth usage. If critical log entries are not
included, the report will be incomplete or will not display the desired data at all.
The default setting in cOS Core limits the maximum amount of logs sent per second to 2000, but
it can be increased if the need arises.
This concludes the basic setup chapter.
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3.1. Introduction
Welcome to the Clavister University campus. In this chapter we will consider a situation where
we want to design a university network from the ground up. Going from a basic setup to a more
advanced network, implementing more advanced functionality such as Web Content Filtering,
Anti-Virus, Application Control, bandwidth management and more.
From this chapter and beyond, we will assume you are familiar the Clavister way of configuring
policies, routing principles and so on.
Some of the basic IP policies, management access and routes have already be implemented
earlier in this book. If you have not read the previous two chapters it is recommended that you
do so if you have no prior experience with Clavister and cOS Core.
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We will start with an outline of what we want to implement. The basic idea is that every student
should have Internet access on campus and in their dormitory, by using either Wi-Fi or a normal
Ethernet connection.

Figure 3.1.1 The university campus

Further into this chapter, we will implement restrictions on bandwidth and what students are
allowed to access on the Internet in terms of webpage classifications.
The network will be built in a similar way to the previous chapter, where we start with a simple
network and gradually add more and more functionality, features and complexity to the
configuration. The recipes can be used individually but there may be references to the university
network and its setup.
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3.2. Setting Up the Network
Before we start configuring the various recipes we need to discuss an overview of the network.
We need some initial network definitions and network objects similar to the basic setup
discussed in the previous chapter.
An overview of the campus network is shown below in Figure 3.2.1.

Figure 3.2.1 University campus network overview
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We have chosen a Clavister Next Generation Firewall with 8 physical Ethernet interfaces for this
installation.
For now, the initial address book definitions for these interfaces are listed below in Table 3.2.2.
Interface Name

Network

EXTERNAL

203.0.113.0/24

Wi-Fi

10.10.0.0/16

DORMITORY

10.20.0.0/16

TEACHERS

172.16.0.0/24

DMZ

172.16.10.0/24

H1

172.16.20.0/24

LAB

192.168.0.0/24

ADMIN

192.168.254.0/24

Table 3.2.2 Address book definitions

We have configured IP addresses and networks on all interfaces, even if they may not be used
straight away. When configuring cOS Core for the first time each interface (except the
management interface) has an IP address and network in the localhost 127.x.x.x IP range.
As shown in the addresses above, we have defined the network on the Wi-Fi and DORMITORY
interfaces as /16 sized networks instead of the more usual /24. The reason for this is that there
will be a need for large amounts of IP addresses on these interfaces.
By extending the network size to be /16 we gain access to more than 65,000 address compared
to the standard 254 for a /24 sized network. We expect to have a large number of users and
devices on these interfaces.
But what about the LAB interface? If we have hundreds and maybe thousands of students who at
some point may need to use the lab environment, will 254 addresses be enough?
No they won't, but we will also handle this situation with a different approach in a later chapter
by using VLANs and Virtual Routing.
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Tip
By setting unique networks and IP addresses on each interface, it will make things much
easier when troubleshooting potential problems in the network.
If you see a particular network that is not supposed to be there, you immediately know
where this network is routed and subsequently what to look for in the configuration or
connected switches/routers.
Seeing multiple requests from 127.0.0.1 will make it that much more difficult to
troubleshoot potential problems.

As mentioned in the first chapter, it is highly recommended that comment groups are used in
the majority of the configuration.
When dealing with lots of objects, interfaces and routes, it will be much easier to get an overview
of the configuration if everything is well documented.
An example of using comment groups in the cOS Core Address Book is shown in the next WebUI
screenshot.

Figure 3.2.3 Comment group usage
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The intended use for each interface of our Clavister firewall is summarized next in Table 3.2.4.
Interface
Name

Usage

Wi-Fi

Campus Wi-Fi access. Everyone will have access to the Wi-Fi network as long as they are a part of
the university.

DORMITORY

The physical Ethernet connection to each student room will be going through this interface. Less
restricted than the Wi-Fi network.

TEACHERS

The physical Ethernet connection to each teacher computer in teacher offices as well as
classrooms will be going through this interface. Less restricted than both the DORMITORY and
Wi-Fi interfaces.

DMZ

The university DMZ zone. Location of all web servers, FTP servers, storage devices etc. limited
access for everyone except the administrators.

H1

Reserved interface for use in High Availability

LAB

Special lab network that has unrestricted access to the Internet. Heavily segmented using VLAN
to avoid that different lab sections interfere with each other.

ADMIN

The physical Ethernet connection for the administrators will be going through this interface.
Unlimited access to all aspects of the university network.

Table 3.2.4 Interface usage

Currently Configured Interface IP Policies
Each interface currently has two IP policies configured, one to allow DNS requests to the DNS
servers located in the DMZ and another to allow HTTP and HTTPS towards the Internet. Any
internal access is currently denied. The exception is the administrators, who have full access to
both internal and external networks.
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A small sample of the IP rule set is shown in the next screenshot from the WebUI.

Figure 3.2.5 Current policies for the ADMIN, DMZ and Wi-Fi interfaces

Observant readers may note that the DNS policy for DMZ looks different. This is because we
need the DNS servers located here to be able to reach other DNS servers on the Internet in order
to fetch and store external DNS records. Otherwise, users using the DNS server in the DMZ zone
will not be able to resolve external addresses on the Internet.
Other servers located on the DMZ interface that use the DMZ DNS servers do not require any
special policy. That traffic will not pass through the firewall since they are located on the same
local network segment and these requests will simply go through the local switch.
It depends on network conditions of course, so the policy requirements may vary.
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Recipe 3.3. Configuring DHCP
Objectives
This recipe will discuss the configuration of DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)
servers on the majority of the interfaces used in the university. DHCP servers were briefly
discussed in Recipe 2.9. Adding a DHCP server on the LAN interface . In this recipe, we will
configure and use DHCP servers in our university environment.

Figure 3.3.1 When many users require an IP address, DHCP is needed
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Detailed Discussion
DHCP servers are used to automatically hand out IP addresses to connected clients without the
need to manually configure the address, gateway or DNS server (s). This is needed in many
scenarios due to the large amount of work that otherwise would have to be done in manually
configuring each client.
This is especially true in a University, which can contain thousands of PCs, servers, phones and
other devices that need their own IP address.
To configure a DHCP server we need to create a minimum of 3 address book objects:
1. An IP address pool. This is a range of IP addresses that DHCP can hand out to the clients.
2. A gateway address. This is used by the clients as their default gateway once they get an IP
lease from the DHCP server.
3. One or more DNS server IP addresses. This is handed out to clients at the same time as the
client IP address and gateway address and tells them which server(s) they should contact
in order to make DNS queries.

Configuring the DHCP Objects
We define the following DHCP pools for the various interfaces and networks, as shown below in
Table 3.3.2.
Name

Interface

DHCP Pool

Wi-Fi DHCP Pool

Wi-Fi

10.10.128.0/17

DORMITORY DHCP Pool

DORMITORY

10.20.128.0/17

TEACHERS DHCP Pool

TEACHERS

172.16.0.21-172.16.0.254

DMZ DHCP Pool

DMZ

172.16.10.201-172.16.10.254

LAB DHCP Pool

LAB

192.168.0.101-192.168.0.254

ADMIN DHCP Pool

ADMIN

192.168.254.128/25

Table 3.3.2 DHCP IP Pools allocated to various interfaces

Now, let's look at why we defined these pool objects as we did.
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Our choices all come down to what kind of interface it is and what we expect to be behind this
interface. If we start by looking at the Wi-Fi and DORMITORY DHCP pool, we have split the entire
/16 network in half and allocated the upper portion of the network to the DHCP pool, which
means more than 32,000 addresses. We could naturally use the entire /16 as well but initially
there is no need to have such a huge IP pool. We therefore leave more than enough room for
future network modifications and if the need for IPs increases, the IP pool can be easily extended
to include a larger portion of the /16 network.
The teacher's IP pool contains 234 IP addresses. We leave the first 20 in case we need an
increase and if we will assign some users static IP addresses.
The same goes for the DMZ interface, but here we have different requirements in the network.
The DMZ network will contain many servers and the majority of those servers will have static IP
addresses. So the need to have a DHCP server on the DMZ interface is still valid but its IP pool
will be significantly smaller, in this case only 54 IP addresses.
The same again for the lab network. Since most testing equipment has configured IP addresses
we have a similarly small size for its DHCP server address pool.
And lastly, the ADMIN interface. Here we expect a mix of static and dynamic IP assignment, so we
simply split the network in half using a /25 netmask.

The Gateway and DNS objects
The gateway address object in most cases already exists when we come to this stage. If we have
a user behind the Wi-Fi network, the default gateway for such a user will be the IP address used
by the Wi-Fi interface. And in our university we have already defined that object earlier.
For DNS, we create two address book objects that point to the DNS servers that we want our
clients to use once they get a lease from the DHCP server. Our two university DNS servers are
located behind the DMZ interface.
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Configuring the DHCP server
Now, when the objects needed are defined and explained we will add and configure the DHCP
servers itself. This is done under Network > Network Services > DHCP servers in the WebUI,
as shown below.

Figure 3.3.3 Defining a DHCP server in the WebUI

When the DHCP server is created, we need to define some of the standard options and settings.
These are shown in the next screenshot from the cOS Core WebUI.

Figure 3.3.4 Setting general DHCP server options

First (besides the name), we need to choose which interface the DHCP server should listen on (1).
We will use the Wi-Fi interface in this example.
Next, is the Relay Filter (2). This can be used to restrict DHCP requests from either only the local
interface or from a specific DHCP relayer. As we want to allow everything on the Wi-Fi interface,
we will leave it as the default value of 0.0.0.0/0 (in other words, all-nets).
The next option (3) defines the IP address that should be handed out to the requesting client.
Here, we will use the Wi-Fi pool object we created earlier.
Lastly is the Netmask (4) that will be forwarded to the requesting client in the lease offer.
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Make sure that the netmask is set correctly depending on the size of the network used. The preselected netmask value is 255.255.255.0 which is a class C network, but in the case of the Wi-Fi
and DORMITORY network it will be a class B network, so the netmask will be 255.255.0.0.

Note
The netmask value on the DHCP server is not based on the size of the DHCP pool. It is
based on the size of the network.

Next, we will select the Options tab, as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.3.5 Setting other DHCP server options

Here, the default gateway (1) is the Clavister firewall's Wi-Fi interface IP address. Any client that
gets an IP from the DHCP server will automatically use this as their default gateway for networks
outside its own network segment, which in this particular case, will be anything not part of the
Wi-Fi 10.10.0.0/16 network.
The domain option (2) is the domain name used for domain suffix. The idea of a domain name is
that the client will know which domain it belongs to, so when you type in just the word "test"
into the web browser it will try to connect to "test.example.com" because it knows the domain
name. We will leave this option blank for the moment but once the university domain is up and
running this will most likely be something that will need a value.
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The lease time (3) is the time, in seconds, that a DHCP lease is provided. After this time the DHCP
client must renew the lease. We will leave this setting at its default value of 86400 seconds (24
hours).
Next, we define two DNS servers (4) located in our DMZ.
Lastly, a short note explaining the NBNS/WINS and Next Server options:
l

l

NBNS/WINS is the IP of the Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) servers that are used
in Microsoft environments which uses the NetBIOS Name Servers (NBNS) to assign IP
addresses to NetBIOS names.
Next Server Specifies the IP address of the next server in the boot process. This is usually
a TFTP server.

Neither of the above two options will be used in this book.
Now, we have a fully functioning DHCP server and we can now proceed to add DHCP servers for
the other interfaces and networks, as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.3.6 DHCP server summary

Once again, don't forget to use the clone option for faster creation of similar objects.
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Note
There is a behavior when editing settings on the DHCP server in the WebUI that some
may find confusing.
If we open an already created DHCP server we will end up at Static Host and Custom
Options. In order to get back to correct view for editing, we need to click the Edit this
object button, as shown below.

Figure 3.3.7 DHCP editing behavior
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Recipe 3.4. Configuring a High Availability Cluster
Objectives
In our university example, the Clavister Next Generation Firewall stands as a central point in the
network. If the firewall for one reason or another encounters some sort of problem, large
portions of the network will go down. To avoid this happening we will implement a High
Availability Cluster (HA cluster) to add additional redundancy in the network.
In this recipe, we will describe what a cluster is along with detailed description of all the various
cluster settings and how HA is configured.

Detailed Discussion
The purpose of an HA cluster
cOS Core High Availability (HA) provides a fault tolerant capability to Clavister Next Generation
Firewall installations. HA works by adding a back-up "slave" Clavister firewall to an existing
"master" firewall. The master and slave are connected together and make up a logical HA Cluster.
One of the units in a cluster will be active when the other unit is inactive and on standby.
Initially, the cluster slave will be inactive and will only monitor the activity of the master. If the
slave detects that the master has become inoperative, an HA failover takes place and the slave
becomes active, assuming processing responsibility for all traffic.
If the master later becomes operative again, the slave will continue to be active but the master
will now monitor the slave, with failover only taking place if the slave fails. This is sometimes
known as an active-passive implementation of fault tolerance.
Using a cluster has the key benefit that even if one of the firewalls in the cluster were to
encounter a problem, the network as a whole is not affected. The physical configuration of a
cluster requires some additional hardware to achieve this redundancy.
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Figure 3.4.1 below shows a simple configuration using a standalone unit utilizing only two
interfaces, one for internal clients and another for the external Internet access through a router.

Figure 3.4.1 A standalone configuration

For an HA cluster, the configuration above will become slightly different. As shown below in
Figure 3.4.2 , both the master and slave unit must be connected to the same switch, this is
because both units must be able to reach all aspects of the network no matter which node that is
the active one.
This applies to the external interface as well, although it depends on what kind of router it is. If
the router has a switch of its own or multiple ports there is no need to have a switch towards the
router (but it is the most common scenario). The dotted line in Figure 3.4.2 indicates the direct
connection between the cluster nodes of the interface H1, which has been designated as the
synchronization interface.

Figure 3.4.2 An HA cluster configuration
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Note
It should be kept in mind that the master unit in a cOS Core cluster is not always the
same as the active unit in a cluster.

Before we create the cluster itself we must prepare some new address book objects. A
standalone unit only has one IP address per interface, but a cluster has 3. One IP will be used as
the Shared IP and the other two will be the individual IPs used by each cluster node.
The Shared IP of an interface means the IP address both cluster nodes will use.

Advanced information about shared IPs and ARP
Both master and slave know about the shared IP address. ARP queries for the shared IP address,
or any other IP address published via the ARP configuration section or through Proxy ARP, are
answered by the active node. The hardware address of the shared IP address and other
published addresses are not related to the actual hardware addresses of the interfaces.
Instead, the MAC address is constructed by cOS Core from the Cluster ID in the form 11-00-00C1-4A-nn where nn is derived by combining the configured Cluster ID with the hardware
bus/slot/port of the interface. The Cluster ID must be unique for each cOS Core cluster in a
network.
As the shared IP address always has the same MAC address, there will be no latency time in
updating ARP caches of units attached to the same LAN as the cluster when failover occurs.
When a cluster member discovers that its peer is not operational, it broadcasts gratuitous ARP
queries on all interfaces using the shared hardware address as the sender address.
This allows switches to re-learn within milliseconds where to send packets destined for the
shared address. The only delay during failover, therefore, is detecting that the active unit is down.
ARP queries are also broadcast periodically to ensure that switches do not forget where to send
packets destined for the shared MAC address.
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Continuing HA cluster setup
As mentioned previously, we need 3 IP addresses, one for each cluster interface. The Shared IP
address we have already created as we will use each interface IP address as the shared. What we
are missing is the individual IP addresses commonly referred to as Master_IP and Slave_IP for
each interface.
These objects are of a special type that can be created in the address book, as shown below.

Figure 3.4.3 Creating IPv4HA cluster objects

Before we create these particular objects, we must first create two new normal IP addresses for
each interface used in the cluster, as shown below.

Figure 3.4.4 Creating master and slave IP address book objects

A common practice when creating a cluster is to use the first 3 addresses (or last) in the network
range and reserve those for use by the cluster. As shown in figure above, for the Wi-Fi interface,
we designate IP address .2 for the master and .3 for the slave.
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All interfaces do not need three IP addresses
The individual HA addresses are primarily useful for the administrator. The two most important
functions the individual addresses are used for are:
l

Management
Management must be done towards the individual address as the shared IP is a "virtual" IP
shared between both cluster nodes.

l

Log Event Message Generation
When log messages are sent by cOS Core to a log receiver, it must have a unique IP
address as sender. We cannot use the shared IP address as then we would have no way to
know if it was the master or slave that sent them.

One concern when using clusters is the need to have 3 public IP addresses as that is not always
possible. This is not a requirement unless we plan on managing the unit from the Internet and/or
sending log messages directly to a host on the Internet.
We only need to set a public IP as the shared address and we can then use the auto-created
address book object called "Localhost" as the master/slave IP. This applies to all other interfaces
as well.
The default "Localhost" object consists of the address 127.0.0.1 and 127.0.02. Even though we
can use these objects as HA objects on all interfaces (except management), it is recommended to
set individual addresses anyway. When troubleshooting, seeing packets coming from 127.0.0.1
is troublesome when this address is set on multiple interfaces.
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Assigning HA cluster objects to interfaces
In the university example configuration, we will designate 3 addresses for all interfaces. The
objects we have created earlier will now be assigned to IPv4HA objects in the address book as
shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.4.5 Using IPv4 objects with an IPv4HA object

We repeat this procedure for all interfaces except the external interface as we have no need to
either manage the cluster from the Internet or send logs to something on the Internet.
Management and logs will be handled internally.
Once all objects and HA objects are created, we need to assign them to each interface. This
operation can be done before the cluster itself is created. To do this we go to the Ethernet section
in the WebUI, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure 3.4.6 The Ethernet section in the WebUI

We open one of the interfaces then go to the advanced tab to locate the private IP address
section, as shown in the next WebUI screenshot.

Figure 3.4.7 Setting a private IP address on each interface
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We then set the correct Private IP address for each interface using the IPv4HA objects we created
earlier, for the external interface we choose the default object "localhost".

Starting the HA Wizard
Now everything is ready to turn the configuration into a cluster. To accomplish this we go to the
High Availability section in the WebUI as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.4.8 The HA WebUI location

Next, we want to initiate the High Availability cluster wizard as shown below.

Figure 3.4.9 Starting the HA wizard
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The wizard requires us to have created IPv4 HA objects before we start it. Since we have already
done that previously, we can proceed to use the HA Wizard and this is shown in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.4.10 The first step using the HA wizard

HA wizard settings
Below is a description of the settings shown in the wizard screenshot above:
1. Synchronize configuration means that a configuration deployed on either of the master
or slave automatically will be synchronized to the other node. Unchecking this checkbox
means that we either have to perform individual configuration changes on the nodes or
use Clavister InControl to synchronize the configuration.
2. This sets the Cluster ID. If this is not the only cluster in a network then the ID must be
changed so that it is unique (the default value is 0). The ID is also used to generate the
virtual MAC address used by the shared interface IPs. Since we do not know whether we
will add any more clusters in the future, it is a good idea to move away from the default
zero ID. In this case, the ID 10 is used. The cluster ID can be between 0 and 63.
3. We can choose which interface we want to use as the synchronization interface. In a
cluster, the master and slave units must be directly connected to each other by a
synchronization connection which is known to cOS Core as the sync interface. One of the
normal interfaces on the master and the slave are dedicated to this purpose and are
connected together with a crossover cable. The cluster synchronizes data such as
connections, IPsec tunnel states, route states and more.
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This in order to cause as little traffic disturbances as possible if/when there is a cluster role
change. An example would be when a configuration deployment is made, then at least one
cluster role change will be performed. If everything is synchronized and up to date, normal
users would not notice anything at all.
4. This determines what kind of node this unit is. There are two options, master or slave. The
first unit configured in the cluster is usually designated as the master.

Finalizing the cluster for the master
In the final step of the HA Wizard setup for the master, as shown below, is a summary of all the
interfaces, shared IPs and private IPs. Any last minute changes can be performed here before
deploying and activating the cluster.

Figure 3.4.11 Summary of shared and private IPs on each interface

Once the configuration is deployed, the cluster is only 50% complete. It is a cluster which does
not have a peer node. The peer node will be the slave.

Configuring the slave
After the master is configured and running, we need to add the slave node. The procedure to add
the slave is slightly different but much easier than adding the master.
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We connect to the slave unit's WebUI then go to the High Availability WebUI section and start
the HA wizard again. Here we need to change three settings which are shown in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.4.12 The three slave settings needing modification

The settings are changed as follows:
1. We need to configure the Cluster ID to be the same as for the master unit.
2. We define the synchronization interface, again to be the same as on the master unit.
3. We change the Node Type from Master to Slave.
What this means is that when we continue to the next step in the HA wizard, the slave will
attempt to contact the master and fetch the HA configuration from it. This requires that the
synchronization interface and cluster ID are configured the same way, otherwise the master unit
will reject all the connection attempts from the slave.

Figure 3.4.13 The HA wizard for the slave node

The last step is to verify the interface mappings. As the hardware is the same, we simply select
the same interface mappings as the master.
Once the configuration is deployed, the HA cluster is now up and running.
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Verifying that the cluster is working
To verify that the cluster is working as it should be, we can perform two tests:
l

l

Deploy a small configuration change on either of the cluster node's, then verify that the
change is present on the other cluster node as well.
Connect to the CLI of either of the cluster nodes, then run either of the following CLI
commands (depending on whether it is the active or inactive node).
On the active node:
Device:/> HA –deactivate
Or on the inactive node:
Device:/> HA –activate

If the cluster works as it should, both cluster nodes should change its active/inactive state. The
active node should become inactive and vice versa.

Note
In the rare case of configuration synchronization not working when testing, try
rebooting both cluster nodes. This should be a one-time operation.

An alternative way to add the slave
An alternative procedure to configure the cluster slave is to take a backup of the master's
configuration and then restore it on the slave without activating it.
Before the configuration is activated, we change the node type from master to slave then deploy
the configuration, as shown previously in figure 3.4.12.
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Recipe 3.5. Restricting web access with Web Content
Filtering
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to impose restrictions on what kind of web categories are allowed
through the Clavister firewall. By this we mean categories such as News, Gaming Sites, Business
oriented, Adult Content, Chatrooms and so on. We do not, for instance, want to allow our
university students to connect to pages classified as "Adult Content", as illustrated below in
Figure 3.5.1.

Figure 3.5.1 Blocking web categories for students

Note
Even though the majority of this chapter is based on using an HA cluster, we will use
network schematics that do not show the cluster for easier visualization (and to avoid
the need for large schematics).
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Detailed Discussion
Difference between using ALGs in IP Policies and in IP Rules
Web content filtering (WCF) is a part of something called an Application Layer Gateway (ALG).
An ALG acts as a mediator when accessing commonly used Internet applications outside the
protected network. For example, for web access, file transfer and multimedia transfer.
ALGs provide higher security than normal packet filtering since the ALGs are capable of
scrutinizing all traffic for a specific protocol and perform checks at the higher levels of the TCP/IP
stack.
To use an ALG in an IP Rule we must first create an object called ALG object and then assign it to
a service which is then used on an IP Rule.
With IP Policies it's quite different. Here we must create an object called a Profile and then assign
it to the IP Policy directly. However, in order to be able to assign the profile to the policy we must
make sure that the service used in the policy has a protocol that matches the features of the
profile. When a profile is applied to an IP Policy the features are still handled by the ALG in the
background.
For example if we want to use Web Content Filtering in an IP Policy we want to create a Web
Profile. In order to be able to assign the Web Profile to our policy we have to make sure that we
have a Web protocol chosen on our service, which would be either HTTP or HTTPS (or both).
We will go into more details on what profiles and protocols are and how to configure them later
in this recipe.
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Configuring Web Content Filtering
To configure Web Content Filtering we must first create a Web Profile. To do this we must go to
the Profile section under the Policies tab in the WebUI as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.5.2 Location of the Web Profile

Once the Web Profile has been created, we are presented with a few settings. We will go through
and describe briefly what each setting does. The settings are shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.5.3 Web Profile settings
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General settings for the HTTP ALG
The general settings shown above are the following:
1. We have the option to enable SafeSearch to enforce that all client web searches performed
with the Google™, Microsoft Bing™ or Yahoo™ search engines are performed using the
SafeSearch feature in Strict mode. SafeSearch acts as an automated filter of adult content
and potentially offensive content so we will enable this setting.
2. This controls if we want to use any custom made banner files. A banner file is a set of
HTML files for various situations that can occur if/when WCF blocks/denies/encounters
problems and a specific page is displayed to the user.
Some users want to create their own error/reject pages and that can be done by creating
custom banner files and used on the ALG. We will use the default banner files in our setup.
3. This lets us choose if we want to use Web Content Filtering or not. Once WCF is enabled
we will get a bunch of extra options for configuring Web Content Filtering that we will go
through later in the recipe.

Note
Due to the fact that SafeSearch only works on HTTP and the majority of today’s search
engines run on HTTPS, this feature has been removed in cOS Core versions 12.00.00
and up.
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URL Filter
This tab contains options to whitelist/blacklist specific URLs. It can be very useful to override
WCF for specific pages due to one reason or the other. An example of how two URL filters can be
configured is shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.5.4 Using the URL filter

Sometimes, it may be desirable to allow a page in a blocked category. We can use the URL filter's
whitelist to override the block. The same is true if you want to override something specific that
should be blacklisted but maybe not the entire domain.
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Web Content Filtering settings explained
Now it's time to configure the Web Content Filtering. If we click enable on Web Content Filtering
we will be given the settings for configuring it. We will go through some of the settings, which
are shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.5.5 The Web Content Filtering Settings

Here, we configure how we want to use WCF, what categories we want to allow and deny, and
more.
The settings are as follows:
1. This controls if WCF should be run in Audit mode. Since we have not enabled WCF before
in our installation, we place it in Audit mode. The reason for this is that each installation's
traffic pattern is unique. By first placing WCF in audit mode, the administrator can see what
users with what kind of usage will be blocked when we disable audit mode. How long to
stay in audit mode will be up to the administrator, but a day or two will most likely be
sufficient.
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2. This controls what categories we should allow and which categories should be blocked.
3. This is an important setting that controls how cOS Core should handle a situation when a
webpage does not have a classification. Should it be allowed or denied? In case of
problems, there is always the option to whitelist webpages when the administrator does
not want WCF to deny access to them.
4. This determines if we should allow users to override restrictions when going to a blocked
category. This means the user gets the option to go to the restricted webpage despite it
being initially blocked, but the connection attempt will be logged. It is not recommended to
enable this option unless it is for testing purposes.
5. This determines whether you should allow a page reclassification. This means that if a page
has the classification News, you get the option to classify it as something else, such as
Search Sites. This should rarely be allowed as it does primary two things:
l

l

It creates a temporary override for the cOS Core WCF URL cache for this page's
classification to use the one chosen.
It sends a notification to the WCF Databases that this page may require a
reclassification.

Only the administrator should be allowed to reclassify pages.

Note
Some may notice that advertising is not in the blocked category. The reason for that is
that many webpages rely on advertisement for their income and many webpages are
configured in such a way that if we block the advertisement it will cause the webpage in
question to stop loading until the advertisement has been loaded. It will be up to the
administrator to decide what should be allowed and blocked. The logs will contain
information about what is allowed and blocked so any problems due to this can be
quickly investigated.
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Advanced: Details about WCF Processing
In order to explain further how WCF works, we will use the diagram shown below in Figure 3.5.6.

Figure 3.5.6 WCF processing

The processing flow is as follows:
l

l

l

l

When a user (1) requests access to a web site, cOS Core queries the Dynamic WCF
databases (2) in order to retrieve the category classification of the requested site.
Access to the URL can then be allowed or denied based on the currently configured
filtering policy.
If access is allowed, communication between the user and target web server will be
established (3).
If access is denied, a web page will be presented to the user explaining that the requested
site has been blocked.
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Different behavior denying webpages with HTTPS
When using HTTPS it is not possible to insert a webpage to the user showing that the webpage is
unreachable when trying to access a restricted category classification.
This is because the traffic is encrypted. What cOS Core can do is to disrupt the data stream and
close the active connection.
This will have the effect that the user either gets some sort of page error or that the page stops.
An example of such a message is shown below.

Figure 3.5.7 A typical HTTPS browser loading failure message

This means that users may contact the administrator complaining that a page is not working
when it is, in fact, a blocked category.
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Continuing WCF configuration
Now that we have finished configuring our Web Profile in the previous steps, we need to assign
it to a policy. As mentioned earlier in this recipe we will need to have a service with a web
protocol defined to be able to assign our Web profile to our policy. We will keep using the
predefined service object "http-all" as it is already configured with the HTTP and HTTPS protocols
as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.5.8 Using the correct Protocol

As seen in the image the http-all object is configured with HTTP and HTTPS as protocol which
will be necessary for us in order to assign our web profile (1).
Since this is a university, we can expect quite a lot of sessions being used by our users.
Configuring the appropriate value for Max Sessions can be tricky, but a good rule of thumb is
to assume 20 sessions per user. Therefore, if we have 5,000 users, the amount of sessions on
the service should be set to 100,000 (2).
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The last step is to use our newly created web profile with an IP policy. Currently our IP policies
are as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.5.9 Configured IP Policies for the Dormitory

We already have a policy to allow HTTP and HTTPS so we simply modify that policy to first
enable Web Control under the Web Control tab and then assign our Web Profile as shown
below.

Figure 3.5.10 Assigning a Web Profile to an IP Policy

Note
If we would use a service that does not have HTTP or HTTPS as protocol, the Web
Control tab would not be visible since Core then things that none of the web protocols
will be used on this policy. This is why it's necessary for us to use HTTP and/or HTTPS as
protocol on our service in order to be able to use our Web Profile.

About the WCF databases
cOS Core Dynamic WCF allows web page blocking to be automated so it is not necessary to
manually specify beforehand which URLs to block or to allow.
Instead, cOS Core accesses an external set of databases containing huge numbers of web site
URL addresses which are already classified into categories such as shopping, news, sport, adultoriented and so on.
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These external databases are constantly updated with categorized URLs while at the same time,
older, invalid URLs are dropped. The scope of the URLs in the databases is global, covering
websites in many different languages and hosted on servers located in many different countries.

WCF caches URLs
To make the WCF lookup process as fast as possible, cOS Core maintains a local cache in
memory of recently accessed URLs. Caching can be highly efficient since a given user
community, such as university students, often surf to a group of similar websites.
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Recipe 3.6. Granting different web access privileges based
on interface
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to describe how we can give users different access privileges
depending on which interface the user is behind.
We will create multiple Web Profiles that are configured differently from each other, giving
access or restrictions to specific categories using Web Content Filtering (WCF).

Detailed Discussion
Creating additional Web Profiles
After implementing WCF as described in Recipe 3.5. Restricting web access with Web Content
Filtering, there are restrictions on some of the undesirable web categories for our students. We
now want to implement some restrictions for our teachers and Wi-Fi users as well.
We want to implement additional restrictions by adding more blocked categories. For example,
blocking remote desktop, chatrooms, and so on.
In the end, it will be up to the administrator and the university to determine the policy on what
should be allowed or not.
If we look at our three primary university example groups which is Student/Dormitory, Teachers
and Wi-Fi, it would be prudent to give them access to different categories.
A teacher, for instance, should be given less restrictions than a student as there may be school
work, projects or other things that may require the teacher to have additional access to these
resources without having to go to through the network administrator every time. We will discuss
special override access later.
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Table 3.6.1 below, shows an example of how we can configure different categories for various
interfaces and groups.
Interface

TEACHERS

STUDENTS/DORMITORY

WI-FI

Options

Blocked Category

Override

Adult
Government blocking list
Malicious
Violence/undesirable

SafeSearch

Adult
Crime/Terrorism
Drugs/alcohol
Gambling
Government blocking list
Malicious
Remote control/ desktop
Swimsuit/lingerie
Violence/undesirable

SafeSearch

Adult
Chatroooms
Crime/Terrorism
Drugs/alcohol
Gambling
Government blocking list
Malicious
Music download
Remote control/ desktop
Swimsuit/lingerie
Violence/undesirable

Table 3.6.1 Blocked categories for Different Groups

In order to implement our customized access, we need to create additional Profiles for use in our
IP rule set.
Remember the 3 steps needed to create and use a Profile in our IP policies:
1. Create a Profile object.
2. Associate a Service object that is configured with the protocol to use in the IP Policy.
3. Associate the Profile with an IP Policy.
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We proceed to create our custom Web Profiles as shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.6.2 Summary of Web Profiles

DMZ and ADMIN access rights
Some readers might notice that we have not added any Web Profiles for DMZ, Administrators or
the Lab.
The DMZ contains the servers for incoming connections to the university website, domain
controllers, storage devices, backup systems, mail servers and so on. They are primarily
controlled by the administrator with very limited external access. The need for the ALG behind
this interface is limited, but at the end it will be up to the administrator to decide what services to
use and what kind of access level that should be allowed.
The administrators currently have unrestricted access to the Internet without any restrictions for
either category or port/protocol. But are administrators infallible? No, they are not. Even though
they administer the network, there is no direct reason NOT to restrict them as well. If the need
arises for the administrators to get access to additional ports/protocols they can easily modify
the cOS Core IP rule set to accommodate this need.
This is one reason why hackers target administrator accounts, because of their wide network
access privileges.
For now we have changed the external access for our university administrator to only allow DNS
and HTTP/HTTPS without an ALG. They still have full access to every internal resource, network
and interface.
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Using individual Web Profiles with IP Policies
All we have left to do now, is to use our newly created Web Profile objects on our corresponding
IP policies. Doing this is shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.6.3 Using Web Profiles

Note
Remember that to be able to assign a Web Profile to an IP Policy, our service object
must have HTTP and/or HTTPS defined as protocol. We use the default object http-all in
this example since it has HTTP and HTTPS defined as protocol.

We must create IP policies for each interface and network combination and then use the correct
Web Profile to give each interface and network the correct Web Content Filtering access level.
For example, the 'Student_WCF' Web Profile must be used on the network that our students are
connected to, which in the screenshot example below is Dormitory and Dormitory_net.

Figure 3.6.4 Policy examples for Web Profiles

When this is done for all involved interfaces and networks, we have now effectively assigned
different access rights to the Students, teachers and Wi-Fi users, depending on which network
they are connected to.
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We will continue adding more security and functionality to our university network and this is a
point that we will discuss in other recipes as we progress through the book. The lab network is a
different matter, however, and we will go into more details regarding the lab network later.
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Recipe 3.7. Configuring Anti-Virus protection
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to further strengthen the security of the university network. For this
recipe we will discuss how to activate Anti-Virus scanning using Anti-Virus Profiles.
The cOS Core Anti-Virus functionality protects against any malicious code carried in files being
downloaded to clients via a Clavister Next Generation Firewall. The following can be scanned for
viruses:
l

Any files downloaded via the Clavister firewall. For example, files downloaded using HTTP
transfer or FTP or as an attachment to email delivered via SMTP.

l

Scripts contained within webpages delivered via HTTP.

l

URLs contained within webpages delivered via HTTP.

Anti-virus scanning functionality can be enabled for file downloads associated with the following
Protocols:
l

HTTP

l

FTP

l

POP3

l

SMTP

Note
Anti-Virus can be activated on any Policy using a service object that is configured with HTTP,
SMTP, POP3 or FTP as protocol but in this example we will only focus on Anti-Virus in HTTP.
The general options and functionality are similar for all protocols that support Anti-Virus.
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Detailed Discussion
How to activate Anti-Virus scanning on an IP Policy
To activate Anti-Virus on an IP Policy, we must first create an Anti-Virus profile as in the WebUI
screenshot below.

Figure 3.7.1 Creating an Anti-Virus Profile in the WebUI

The Anti-Virus Profile has many different options for us to configure. We will go through each
option shown in figure 3.7.2.
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Figure 3.7.2 Creating an Anti-Virus Profile in the WebUI

When activating Anti-Virus, we first have the option to select in which mode (1) it should be run.
We have two options, Audit and Protect. Audit means that Anti-Virus will only scan the traffic. if
it detects a virus or other threat, it will generate a log event but will not interfere with the traffic.
This can be very useful if we are only interested in evaluating the status of a network without
doing any active handling of erroneous behavior.
In Protect mode we will actively stop the file from being downloaded. The AV engine is stream
based, meaning it will continuously scan the file as it is being downloaded, if a virus or other
malicious content has been detected it will inject a message into the data stream and drop the
connection.
Scan Exclusion Control (2) means the ability to select whether a specific file type should be
excluded from the Anti-Virus scanning. Excluding files from scanning should be done with
caution.
ZoneDefense (3)is a feature for isolating virus infected hosts and servers on a local network.
While the Anti- Virus takes care of blocking inbound infected files from reaching the local
network, ZoneDefense can be used for stopping viruses to spread from an already infected local
host to other local hosts. When the AV engine has detected a virus, the firewall will upload
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blocking instructions to the local switches and instruct them to block all traffic from the infected
host or server.
When scanning compressed files (4), cOS Core must apply decompression to examine the file's
contents. Some types of data can result in very high compression ratios where the compressed
file is a small fraction of the original uncompressed file size.
This can mean that a comparatively small compressed file attachment might need to be
uncompressed into a much larger file which can place an excessive load on cOS Core resources
and noticeably slowdown throughput.
To prevent this situation, the administrator should specify a Compression Ratio Limit. If the
limit of this ratio is specified as 10 then this will mean that if the uncompressed file is 10 times
larger than the compressed file, the specified Action should be taken. The Action can be one of
the following:
l

Allow - The file is allowed through without virus scanning.

l

Drop - Drop the file.

The Allow encrypted zip files option (5) is what to do when we encounter files which are
password protected or encrypted. The default behavior is that we should not allow such files as
we cannot scan them. It is however not that uncommon to password protect, for example, zip
files. So it will be up to the administrator to determine whenever he should allow or deny such
files to pass through the firewall.
In our university scenario example, we will allow password protected files to be sent on the
teacher's network but denied on every other network.
cOS Core can perform virus scanning on compressed files within other compressed files. The
level of nesting which is allowed is controlled by the Maximum archive depth setting (6). For
example, if this setting is set to zero then any compressed file will always cause a fail condition. If
set to a value of one, compressed files will be scanned but any compressed files containing other
compressed files will fail to be scanned. A value of two allows a single nesting level of
compressed files within compressed files, with both levels being scanned and so forth.
Our last setting is the Fail Mode setting (7). This setting lets us control whether we want to drop
or allow a file if the anti-virus scan for any reason would fail. If this option is set to Allow then an
event such as the virus database not being available or the current license subscription expiring
will not cause files to be dropped. Instead, they will be allowed through and a log message will
be generated to indicate a failure has occurred.
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Important: A file can appear downloaded even if a virus is found
An important aspect to keep in mind when it comes to Anti-Virus is that even though we can
abort a file download by the user, we cannot always direct the user to a web page saying "virus
found". However, what we can do is to deliberately corrupt the file by aborting the download and
inject the message "Virus found" at the end of the file once a virus has been detected.
Therefore, if a user complains that a file download is not working, it may be that a virus has been
found in this particular file. Either check the logs generated by cOS Core related to Anti-Virus or
try open the corrupted file in a hex-edit or similar and look at the end of the file to check if it
contains a note saying "virus found".
So don’t exclude the file type just because a user is having a problem with one file, it may be that
something was deliberately done to the file.
Below is an example of what might be inserted into an HTML file by cOS Core:
<html>
<head>
<title>Virus Found</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>A virus has been detected</h1>
<b>The rest of this file will be blocked</b>
Infected File: eicar_com.zip
If the virus was detected on a webpage, the user would be presented with a simple page
containing the above message. However, if it is a file being downloaded, that is not possible and
instead the file will be deliberately corrupted by cOS Core.

cOS Core Anti-Virus should not replace other Anti-Virus
It is very important to be aware that cOS Core Anti-Virus scanning should never completely
replace local Anti-Virus software installed on a client PC. cOS Core will not perform the same
level of detailed file scanning and investigation that a locally installed Anti-Virus program can
perform because cOS Core can only examine the network communication.
cOS Core Anti-Virus scanning should be the first line of defense, but not the last.
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A note about Anti-Virus scanning and HTTPS
With HTTPS, the traffic is encrypted and Anti-Virus will not be able to scan the data. Therefore the
Anti-Virus can not be activated on a policy when using HTTPS as protocol (this also applies for
the "HTTP and HTTPS" protocol).

Anti-Virus policy for the university
In Recipe 3.5. Restricting web access with Web Content Filtering and Recipe 3.6. Granting
different web access privileges based on interface , we mentioned that we did not activate the
Web Profile for administrators or the DMZ in order to give them as much unrestricted access as
possible.
However, is there really any good reason not to activate at least Anti-Virus for the admins and
DMZ servers? Let us continue adding additional access levels and protection for all our activate
interfaces, including ADMIN and DMZ.
For the administrators, the only feature we activate is Anti-Virus for HTTP. We also allow the
forwarding of encrypted files through the Anti-Virus.
There will always be situations where this may need to be overridden due to one reason or the
other. We will go into more details about overriding access levels and user authentication in a
later chapter.
For the DMZ, we implement both a web profile and an anti-virus profile that is customized for
the DMZ. On the web profile we will only activate Web Content Filtering and we will only allow a
very limited number of categories, as shown below.

Figure 3.7.3 WCF categories for the DMZ network

On the anti-virus profile we do not allow encrypted files to pass through, so this particular
option is disabled.
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Since the anti-virus can not be applied on a policy that has HTTPS as protocol we will have to
split our HTTP-ALL policies into two separate policies. One for HTTP where we apply our web
profile as well as anti-virus profile. And a second policy for HTTPS where we will only apply our
web profile as you can see under the "Options" column in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.7.4 Separating the HTTP/HTTPS policies
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Recipe 3.8. Network hardening when using FTP
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to provide details on how to configure the File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) custom settings and how the they can be used to significantly lower the number of ports
that need to be open to/from a server, either in the local network or out on the Internet.

Detailed Discussion
FTP uses two communication channels, one for control commands and one for the actual files
being transferred. When an FTP session is opened, the FTP client establishes a TCP connection
(the control channel) to port 21 (by default) on the FTP server. What happens after this point
depends on the FTP mode being used.
FTP operates in two modes: Active and Passive. These determine the role of the server when
opening data channels between client and server.
l

Active Mode
In active mode, the FTP client sends a command to the FTP server indicating what IP
address and port the server should connect to. The FTP server establishes the data channel
back to the FTP client using the received address information.

l

Passive Mode
In passive mode, the data channel is opened by the FTP client to the FTP server, just like the
command channel. This is the often recommended default mode for FTP clients.

FTP security concerns
Both active and passive modes of FTP operation present difficulties for cOS Core. Consider a
scenario where an FTP client on the internal network connects through the Clavister firewall to
an FTP server on the Internet. The IP policy is then configured to allow network traffic from the
FTP client to port 21 on the FTP server.
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When Active Mode is used, cOS Core does not know that the FTP server will establish a new
connection back to the FTP client. Therefore, the incoming connection for the data channel will
be dropped as there are no incoming policies configured that will allow this connection.
The port number used for the data channel is dynamic so the only way to solve this is to allow
traffic from all ports on the FTP server to all ports on the FTP client. Opening more than 64,000
incoming ports is not an alternative (clients usually avoid port 0 to 1023 due to those being
system ports).
When Passive Mode is used, the firewall does not need to allow connections from the FTP
server. On the other hand, cOS Core still does not know what port the FTP client will try to use
for the data channel. This means that it has to allow traffic from all ports on the FTP client to all
ports on the FTP server. Although this is not as insecure as in the active mode case, it still
presents a security problem that we may need to open as many as 64,000-plus ports in the
outgoing direction.

The cOS Core FTP Solution
When we apply the FTP protocol as service for the IP policy controlling FTP traffic, customizable
settings regarding FTP will become available on this Policy that can solve this problem by
examining both the command and data channel. When these settings are enabled cOS Core will
run something called an FTP Application Layer Protocol in the background also known as
FTP ALG. The FTP ALG will know what port(s) the server and client will use and will open the
required ports between the client and server (or the other way around) without the need to open
up 64,000 ports in either incoming or outgoing direction.
The FTP ALG examines both the command and data channel, it will immediately drop the traffic if
the command or data sent through the ALG is not determined to be FTP. The ALG will effectively
make sure that any incoming/outgoing connection through the ALG is valid.

Advantages of using the FTP ALG Hybrid Mode
An important feature of the cOS Core FTP ALG is its automatic ability to perform on-the-fly
conversion between active and passive mode so that FTP connection modes can be combined.
Passive mode can be used on one side of the firewall while Active mode can be used on the
other. This type of FTP ALG usage is sometimes referred to as hybrid mode. The advantage of
hybrid mode can be summarized as follows:
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l

l

l

The FTP client can be configured to use passive mode (which is the recommended mode
for clients).
The FTP server can be configured to use active mode (which is the recommended mode for
servers).
When an FTP session is established, the Clavister Next Generation Firewall will
automatically and transparently receive the passive data channel from the FTP client and
the active data channel from the server, and correctly tie them together. This is illustrated
next in Figure 3.8.1.

Figure 3.8.1 FTP ALG hybrid mode conversion

This implementation results in both the FTP client and the FTP server working in their most
secure mode. The conversion also works the other way around, that is, with the FTP client using
active mode and the FTP server using passive mode.

The FTP ALG cannot be used with encrypted FTP traffic
It is important to remember that the FTP ALG will not support encrypted FTP traffic, such as SFTP
or FTPS.
Without the FTP ALG, allowing encrypted FTP traffic means potentially opening up a large
number of incoming ports. If the need arises for encrypted FTP, it is recommended to configure
the server and client to only use a specific port range in order to try to limit the amount of ports
opened.

The FTP settings and the different mode variations
First we will look at the Data Channel Restriction settings found under the FTP tab. We will need
to use these settings allow or deny different modes for the client and server depending on how
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the FTP client and FTP server are configured and what mode they are using. A summary of the
different combinations of settings that work, can be found below in Table 3.8.2
#

Client Setting

Allowed Client Modes

Allowed Server Modes

Server Mode

1

Active or Passive

Active and Passive

Active

Active

2

Active or Passive

Active and Passive

Active and Passive

Active or Passive

3

Passive

Passive

Active and Passive

Active or Passive

4

Passive

Passive

Active

Active

Table 3.8.2 Allowed modes based on server and client configuration.

The above table may be difficult to understand so let’s add a few examples when the different
settings are used. One very important aspect to be aware of when dealing with the FTP ALG is
that it creates two connections. First it will be a connection from the FTP client to the ALG, then
from the ALG to the FTP server, so it behaves similar to a proxy.

Example 1: Secure a FTP-server located on our DMZ
l

l

l

l

l

l

We want the server to run in active mode since it will then be the initiator of the data
channel. It is more secure to open an outbound connection then to listen on many
incoming ports.
This means that we want to suggest active mode towards the server (#1 in the table
above).
Now, if we were to allow only active mode to the clients they would need to open high
ports and if NAT is used we would need port forwarding on the client because the server
side would initiate connection.
To solve both the above problems, we must allow clients to use passive mode so they will
be the initiator of the data-channel. As the combination seen in #1.
If the client prefers passive mode and our server uses the active mode, we will run into a
situation where the modes not match. The ALG will sort this out by using hybrid mode to
tie the data channels together (as mentioned previously).
Using passive mode on the client still requires opening high ports in cOS Core. The ALG
will control which port(s) to use through the command-channel, only allowing traffic to
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that port from the specific client. This is the primary strength of the FTP ALG since there is
no need to open up all ports between 1,024 and 65,535 to make FTP work.

Example 2: FTP Client user decides what mode to be sent to the FTP server
l

l

l

We want to accept both passive and active modes on the client and server side. (#2 in the
table above)
The ALG will forward to the server the mode that the client used to connect with.
Can be useful if the administrator wants to give the FTP client user the option to select
which mode he wants to use. No hybrid modes will be used with this combination.

Example 3: Secure users when using FTP clients to connect to servers on the
Internet
l

l

l

We want the clients to run in passive mode as we want client to initiate the data-channel.
We don’t want to open listening ports on the firewall or the client.
This means the ALG should only accept passive mode on the client side (#3). If the client
attempts to use active mode then the connection will not be able to be completed since
active mode for client has not been allowed.
The ALG will offer passive mode to an outside server but if the server rejects this request,
the ALG will instead offer active mode and then run in hybrid mode.

Example 4: FTP-server and Client are both behind the firewall
l

l

The client must use passive mode and server must use active mode (#4).
As both servers and clients are under our control and we have configured them in this
particular way, this narrow setup will work.

Additional FTP options
There are some additional settings under the FTP tab that the administrator may want to either
change or at least be aware of, as shown in the next screenshot.
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Figure 3.8.3 FTP command and control channel options

Allow unknown commands ( 1) - This can allow FTP commands that are not part of the
standard FTP command set (defined in RFC 959).
Allow SITE EXEC (2) - Some old versions of FTP servers support this command, which permits
access to the server itself. It is recommended to have this option turned off so that the ALG
blocks it.
Allow RESUME (3) - The resume command can be allowed to execute even if content scanning
terminated the connection. For example, it might have been blocked because we do not allow
.exe files to be transferred using FTP. It is recommended to leave this option disabled.
Maximum line length in control channel (4) - This restricts the maximum command line a
client can send to the server. Creating very large control channel commands can be used as a
form of attack against a server by causing a buffer overrun. This restriction combats this threat.
The default value is 256.
If very long file or directory names on the server are used then this limit may need to be raised.
The lower the limit, the better the security.
The Commands per second (5) option can be used to prevent automated attacks against the
FTP server. The default is 20 commands per second.
The option Allow 8-bit strings in the control channel (6) determines if 8-bit characters are
allowed in the control channel. Allowing 8- bit characters enables support for filenames
containing international characters. For example, accented or umlauted characters, such as åäö.
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Creating IP policies for outgoing traffic
Unlike the HTTP/HTTPS configuration discussed previously, FTP does not use profiles. Instead we
will configure the FTP settings directly on the policy
To enable the FTP settings in a policy we need to use a service that has the Protocol
FTP assigned. We will use the already existing service "ftp" as it is preconfigured with FTP as
Protocol.

Figure 3.8.4 Using a service with FTP Protocol

Note
By "outgoing traffic", we mean traffic initiated from any internal network out towards
the Internet.

We create one outbound IP policy for all our internal clients. We will begin with Wi-Fi as seen in
the next screenshot.

Figure 3.8.5 Outbound FTP policy for the Wi-Fi network

Since we have applied the ftp protocol on this policy we are able to access the custom FTP
settings under the FTP tab.
What we want to do is secure our users when they are using FTP clients to connect to servers on
the Internet. This matches our example number 3 that was mentioned earlier, where we
mentioned that we will want to allow only Passive mode for the clients and both Passive and
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Active mode for the server. To set this in our IP policy we go to the FTP tab of the IP policy and
enable the use of custom FTP settings. Then we will un-check the box for Allow active mode for
client and check the box for Allow passive mode for server as seen in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.8.6 FTP options for outgoing traffic

Repeat this process for our Teachers, Dormitory and Admin networks so that we cover all of our
internal clients.

Note
Passive mode is always allowed for clients and Active mode is always allowed for
servers.
Allowing passive mode for server therefore means that both active and passive mode
will be allowed. The same applies for the client modes.
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For our administrators, we need one additional FTP policy as they will have a need to access the
FTP server(s) by directly connecting to the DMZ. This extra policy is shown in the next screenshot.
Since this is towards an internal network, we do not have any need to apply address translation
to the source traffic with, for example, using NAT. Therefore we will set address translation to
none.

Figure 3.8.7 Internal policy for the Admin network

In this case both the FTP client and the server will be located behind the firewall so we can use
the configuration mentioned in example number 4. We will un-check both the check boxes under
Data Channel Restrictions.

Figure 3.8.8 Data channel restrictions for internal traffic.

Creating IP policies for incoming traffic
Now that we have created the outgoing IP policies, we need an IP policy to allow incoming traffic
from the Internet to flow to our FTP server in the DMZ. This is illustrated next in Figure 3.8.9.
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Figure 3.8.9 FTP-Outbound for external and FTP-Inbound for incoming connections

In order to allow access to and secure an FTP-server located on our DMZ we will create a policy
with the properties shown below.

Figure 3.8.10 Properties for incoming FTP traffic policy

As we can see, the properties for this policy are quite different from all our previous policies. This
is because the order of traffic has been reversed. Instead of initiating traffic from the inside
network we now have a situation where we have users on the Internet wanting to access our FTP
server in the DMZ.
To accomplish this, we need to create a policy that handles traffic arriving from the Internet.
Since EXTERNAL is the name of our external Internet interface, that will be the source interface
(1). We do not know the IP of all the clients connecting from the Internet so we have set the
source network to all-nets (2). This can of course be restricted using a single IP, network or
group if limiting access is preferred, but in our example we have a public FTP server accessible
by everyone so the source network is set as all-nets.
The destination interface is Core (3) as the destination network (4) is the shared IP address used
by the External interface and this is the IP address the clients will attempt to connect to. By
default, that IP address is Core routed.
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Note
The Core interface is described in more detail in Chapter 2: Basic Setup .

Then we have the address translation information (5). In this case we have DST (destination)
translation, as compared to our previous NAT policies. This is shown below.

Figure 3.8.11 The destination translation for incoming FTP traffic

By default, Address translation is set to be none. To use destination translation we need to set
this to SAT (1). It is possible to use SAT on source translation as well but that is rarely used when
NAT can be used instead. There are some scenarios where a source SAT may be useful but that
will be discussed in a later chapter.
The Address Action (2) can be set to either Single IP or Transposed. The most commonly used
one is Single IP and in our scenario we will also use Single IP as we want all FTP traffic directed
towards our external IP address to be forwarded to a single IP which is the IP address of our FTP
server on the DMZ.
Transposed can be used if you want to transpose an entire network to another network, also
known as many-to-many mapping.
The new IP address (3) will be the FTP server with a private IP address located in the DMZ. Since
we are not changing the destination port ( 4) we will leave this particular option blank. This
means that the original port will be used (in this case, FTP port 21).
The last property we need to configure on our IP Policy is the FTP settings. In order to secure our
FTP-server located behind our DMZ we will follow example number 1 which means we will allow
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both active and passive mode for the clients but we will only allow active mode towards the
server as seen in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.8.12 Data channel restrictions for incoming traffic

Note
We refer to any traffic initiated on the Internet towards cOS Core as incoming traffic.

Users can now connect to the external IP of cOS Core on port 21 in order to access the public
university FTP server.
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Recipe 3.9. Public FTP server access
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to describe how to solve a scenario that many administrators may
run into.
In the previous recipe, we discussed the use and configuration of FTP clients and servers. This
recipe will use the same IP policies as a basis for describing how to solve two problems that can
occur.
The policies we currently have created for both FTP and HTTP have the following two major
problems:
1. It is not possible to connect to the university FTP server from any other interface than the
EXTERNAL interface.
2. The IP policies for outgoing HTTP only trigger when users want to reach Internet addresses
past the external interface. If a user wants to connect to the university FTP server (or
webpage) it will not work since the destination interface will not be the EXTERNAL interface
but rather the Core interface.

Note
This recipe uses the previous recipe as its basis, but the solution can easily be adapted
to be used on any other similar features/rule sets such as that described for the recipe
describing a web server located in a DMZ in Chapter 2: Basic Setup .
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Detailed Discussion
To solve this problem we will create a new set of IP policies that will handle this particular
situation. Our currently configured FTP policies are as shown next in Table 3.9.1.
Src
Iface

Src
Net

Dmz_FTP_
Incoming_SAT

External

all-nets

core

External_ip

ftp

Active and
Passive

Active

Wifi_FTP_
External

WiFi

WiFi_net

External

all-nets

ftp

Passive

Active and
Passive

Name

Dest
Iface

Dest
Iface

Service

FTP Client
modes

FTP Server
modes

Table 3.9.1 FTP IP policies for the External and Wi-Fi interfaces

If we attempt to connect from a host in the Wi-Fi network towards "External_ip" our SAT policy
will never trigger due to the reasons listed in 1 and 2 at the beginning of this recipe.

Note
Configuring incoming traffic policies using Destination SAT is discussed at the end of
Recipe 3.8. Network hardening when using FTP .

An example of problematic packet flow
A user behind the WiFi network wants to access the FTP server located on the public IP of the
university, he attempts to connect to the "External_ip".
His source interface will be WiFi, so we can now see that our incoming SAT FTP policy will not
trigger as it is only configured to trigger if the source interface is "EXTERNAL".
The outgoing Wi- Fi policy will not trigger either because the destination interface where
"External_ip" is routed is Core and not EXTERNAL.
Therefore, the end results would be that the traffic will be dropped as no IP policy matches.
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Two possible solutions
This problem has multiple solutions. There is no best way to solve this as it will be up to the
administrator to decide how their policy should be implemented.
1. Create a new policy with Destination SAT that specifically triggers for each internal
network.
2. Modify existing policies to include the involved source and destination interfaces.
Both of the above solutions have their pros and cons:
Solution 1 has the advantage that the policies will be easier to read and understand. The
disadvantage is that it requires more policies to be created to handle the various scenarios and
interfaces.
Solution 2 has the advantage that the rule set will be more streamlined as we do not need to
add as many IP policies. The disadvantage is that the configuration will be more difficult to read
and understand.
We will use Solution 1 in this chapter. We create a new SAT policy for all internal interfaces and
networks that should be able to access the public FTP server. An example of what the policy
would look like for the Wi-Fi network.

Figure 3.9.2 Creating a new SAT policy for the Wi-Fi network

We will use the same FTP settings as in our already existing SAT policy for inbound traffic,
meaning we will allow the client to use both active and passive but we will only allow active
towards the server.
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Recipe 3.10. Configuring Server Load Balancing
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to discuss and learn how to configure a Server Load Balancing
(SLB) IP policy to handle the large amount of requests that is expected to arrive for our university
example webpage.
The university webpage is very popular. There are forum discussions, newsgroups, daily updates
of schedules, backend systems for school projects and much more. We expect a large amount of
requests to be arriving at our webpage. In order to handle the load we will implement an SLB
Policy that distributes the traffic between three servers in the DMZ, these servers mirror each
other's data.
The benefits of sharing the traffic load across multiple servers can improve not just the
performance of applications, but also scalability by facilitating the implementation of a cluster of
servers (sometimes referred to as a server farm) that can handle many more requests than just a
single server.
The basic principle of SLB functionality is to take requests that arrive on, for example, the
EXTERNAL interface IP (External_ ip) and then send them to a server based on a distribution
algorithm (the algorithm is selected in the SLB Policy).
A representation of what we want to achieve is shown next in Figure 3.10.1.

Figure 3.10.1 Server load balancing
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We have multiple clients on the Internet (A to E) that will connect to the public webpage of the
university. When the clients arrive on the external interface we will use an SLB Policy to pick up
the traffic and distribute the client requests across our three web servers (located in the DMZ).
Depending on the distribution algorithm chosen, the clients may not always end up on the
servers in a sequential order (A might not go to server A, B might not go to server B).

Detailed Discussion
Before configuring SLB
Before we create our SLB Policy, we need to create address book objects for our three web
servers (in the DMZ), as shown below.

Figure 3.10.2 Address book objects for 3 servers

Next we will create the SLB Policy itself by selecting SLB Policy in the drop down menu.

Figure 3.10.3 Creating an SLB Policy

It will be configured in a similar way to the incoming FTP IP policy that was discussed in a
previous recipe but in this example we will use http-all as service.
The basic policy properties will be as listed below in Table 3.10.4.
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Name
Ext_HTTP_
Incoming_SLB

Src
Iface
External

Src
Net

Dest
Iface

all-nets

core

Dest
Net
External_ip

Service
http-all

Table 3.10.4 SLB IP policy for the External interface

For SLB policies, we need to go down to the SLB Settings (as shown below) for our new SLB
Policy to complete the load balancing configuration, as shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.10.5 SLB Policy settings

The first option we need to select is the server addresses. Here we select our previously created
server objects from the address book ( 1 ). This means users connecting to our public IPv4
address 203.0.113.10 will end up at a server IP address of 172.16.10.11, .12 or .13 after address
translation.
Since we are not interested in changing the destination port on the inside, we leave the New
Port (2) option blank. Users going to port 80 will be forwarded to the same port on the inside,
only the server IP address will change.
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There are several ways to determine how a load is shared across a set of servers. cOS Core SLB
supports the following two algorithms for the Distribution Method (3):
l

l

l

Round-Robin – The algorithm distributes new incoming connections to a list of servers on
a rotating basis.
Connection-Rate – This algorithm redirects a connection to the server with the least
number of new connections in a given time span.
Resource-usage – This algorithm distributes new incoming connections to a list of servers
based on their last reported resource usage.

There is no right or wrong choice here, it will be up to the administrator to decide which method
he wants to use based on his requirements. We will use Round-Robin in this example.
Stickiness (4) is a something we want to enable. This controls how we should handle multiple
requests sent by the same source IP (or network). It will be a good idea to try making sure that
requests originating from the same source IP will be sent to the same load balancing server on
the inside. The options are none, IP or network.
We will choose IP as even IP stickiness may be problematic if there are many requests coming
from the same source IP (for example, when many users are behind NAT). We do not want to
overload individual servers in the server farm if we can avoid it.
Idle timeout (5) - When a connection is made, the source IP address for the connection is
remembered in a table. Each table entry is referred to as a slot. After it is created, the entry is
only considered valid for the number of seconds specified by the Idle Timeout. When a new
connection is made, the table is searched for the same source IP, providing that the table entry
has not exceeded its timeout. When a match is found, stickiness ensures that the new connection
goes to the same server as previous connections from the same source IP.
The default value for this setting is 10 seconds but we have set it to 900 (15 minutes) as we want
to make sure that a user ends up on the same server as often as possible.
Max slots (6) - This parameter specifies how many slots exist in the stickiness table. When the
table fills up then the oldest entry is discarded to make way for a new entry even though it may
be still valid (the Idle Timeout has not been exceeded). The consequence of a full table can be
that stickiness will be lost for any discarded source IP addresses.
The administrator should therefore try to ensure that the Max Slots parameter is set to a value
that can accommodate the expected number of connections that require stickiness. Even though
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we have not changed this from the default it may need to be revised later based on the number
of unique users and if they are creating multiple connections towards the server farm.

Server load balancing monitoring
To set up monitoring on our SLB Policy we must go to the Monitoring tab as seen in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.10.6 SLB Policy monitoring settings

The Routing Table option (1) controls which routing table the monitor should use to look for
the target hosts. Since we are not using policy based routing or virtual routing in this chapter this
will be left as the default value of main.
With server farms, it is highly recommended to activate at least one monitoring feature. Since
the servers are mirrored it will be no immediate disaster if one server were to go down due for
one reason of the other. However, we must be able to detect that it is down and this is what
monitoring does. If we do not have any monitoring and one server goes down, we end up in a
situation where roughly one third of all requests to our webpage fail.
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There are three different types of monitoring available:
l

ICMP - An ICMP "Ping" message is sent to the server. (2)

l

TCP - A TCP connection is established to the server and then disconnected. (7)

l

HTTP - An HTTP request is sent using a specified URL. (8)

Note
The monitoring options will be different depending on which type of monitoring
method we choose.

In our example, we will be using the ICMP monitoring method in order to keep things simple.
For the ICMP "ping", we have the following monitoring options:
l

l

l

l

Polling interval (3) - This option determines how often cOS Core should send a request
to the server(s) to verify whether they are up or not. The default value is 5,000
milliseconds.
Samples (4) - Here, we select how large the sample window should be towards the
servers. The default value is 10.
Max Poll Fails (5) - This option determines how many failed requests in the sample
window that we should allow before declaring the server(s) as down. The default value is 2.

Max average latency (6) - This option controls the maximum latency we should allow for
the response before deciding the request has failed. The default value is 800 milliseconds.

Monitoring Examples
Let's take a few examples on how monitoring works by using the default settings mentioned
above. We only use one server as a reference to keep it simple.
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Example 1: cOS Core has completed a 10 sample polling request to one of the servers. All
responses were within 100 milliseconds so the latency setting never triggered. Since our polling
interval is 5,000 milliseconds, it took 50 seconds to perform. The server is considered as up.
Example 2: cOS Core has completed a 10 sample polling request to one of the servers. One of
the requests timed out due to unknown reasons, so 1 out of 10 polling samples failed. Since our
Max Poll Fails is set to be 2, the server is still considered to be up.
Example 3: cOS Core has completed 6 out of a 10 sample request and all requests have failed
to get a reply. Since cOS Core has not completed the 10 sample poll the server is not yet
considered to be down even though the Max Poll Fails is set to a value of 2.
Example 4: cOS Core has now completed all 10 sample polling requests from the previous
example, and all failed. Since the 10 poll requests are complete cOS core now knows that out of
the 10 samples, at least 2 failed. The server is declared as down.
This means that even though we have two failed request within the polling interval, it is not
declared as down before the polling window has completed all 10. This means that the time it
will take to declare the server as down will be 50 seconds, and not 10.
These settings can be changed to be more aggressive by lowering the polling interval and
sample size. However, it will be up to the administrator to decide how aggressive cOS Core
should be when performing monitoring.

Sending more requests to more powerful servers
There may be situations where a server farm contains servers of various sizes and processing
power. In such situations, there may be the desired behavior that more requests are sent to a
particular server with more power than to others with less capability.
There is no direct option to do this, but we can use the distribution algorithms to achieve this.
We do this by adding the same server multiple times as shown in figure 3.10.7.
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Figure 3.10.7 Srv_3 and Srv_3_1 have the same IP address

In the above example, if we use Round-Robin as distribution algorithm, it will mean that in one
full server iteration we will get something like this:
1. A request to server_1
2. A request to server_2
3. A request to server_3
4. A request to server_3_1
But since server 3 and 3_1 is the same one, they will get 2 requests effectively sending more
traffic to that particular server.
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Recipe 3.11. Configuring POP3, IMAP and SMTP
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to discuss the configuration of the three protocols Post Office
Protocol (POP3), Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) in cOS Core.

Detailed Discussion
POP3 and IMAP are application-layer Internet standard protocols used by local email clients to
retrieve email from a remote server over a TCP/IP connection. Virtually all modern email clients
and servers support POP3 and IMAP as they are the two most prevalent Internet standard
protocols for email retrieval. Many webmail service providers provide support for either IMAP or
POP3 to allow mail to be downloaded from a mail server as shown below in Figure 3.11.1.

Figure 3.11.1 Example of fetching mail with POP3 from an internal or external server

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is a text based protocol used for transferring email
between mail servers over the Internet. Typically, a local mail server will be located in a DMZ
(DeMilitarized Zone) so that mail sent by remote mail servers will traverse the Clavister firewall
to reach the local server.
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Local clients behind the firewall will then use email client software to retrieve email from the
server and to send mail to the server for forwarding out to other mail servers on the public
Internet.
Various protocols may be used for communication between clients and a mail server. Retrieval
may also be done using POP3 or IMAP as mentioned above, but sending mail to the server may
be done using SMTP as shown below in Figure 3.11.2.

Figure 3.11.2 SMTP and POP3 communication

In order to protect users who use our mail server, we will not only implement our email protocol
features for traffic generated from our internal networks to/from the Internet but also between
our internal networks and the mail server located in our DMZ zone.
To create an IP Policy where we can use the email protocol features we will make use of
Protocols as described earlier in the FTP recipe. First, we create the IP Policy, then we use the
service corresponding to the protocol we are using (POP3, IMAP or SMTP). We are then able to
apply any profiles related to the supported features, which are Application Control, Anti-Virus,
File Control and Email Control.

Configuring Email Control Profiles
The main feature we will talk about regarding the email protocols is Email Control. You can
either configure email control directly on an IP policy that has POP3, IMAP or SMTP as protocol
or you can create an Email Control Profile that you can then apply to any IP policy with an email
protocol defined. We will be using an Email Control Profile so that we don't have to configure
the settings manually on every policy where we want to apply Email Control. The Email Control
profile can be created under the Policies tab as seen in the next screenshot.
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Figure 3.11.3 Email Control Profile location

General Email Control options
First we will go through the options found under the General tab of the Email Control Profile.

Figure 3.11.4 General tab options

Anti-Spam (1) is one of the major features of the of the Email Control Profile. When enabled, we
are met with a bunch of different options to help us define which protection mechanisms should
be used to determine if an email should be considered as spam or not. Details regarding these
options will be discussed later in this section.
Blacklist Subject Tag (2) is the text inserted into the subject field of an email if it is found on
the blacklist for this profile. We will go through how to configure Whitelist and Blacklist later in
this section.
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Spam spam spam spam spam!
Unsolicited email, often referred to as Spam, has become both a major annoyance as well as a
security issue on the public Internet. Unsolicited email, sent out is massive quantities by groups
known as spammers, can waste resources, transport malware as well as try to direct the reader
to webpages which might exploit browser vulnerabilities.
cOS Core offers two approaches to handling spam:
l

Dropping email which has a very high probability of being spam. (SMTP only)

l

Letting through but flagging email that has a moderate probability of being spam.

Protection Mechanisms and Filter Scoring
In order to determine if a mail is considered being spam we use something called filter scoring.
When an email is received it goes through all enabled protection mechanisms. The total score is
calculated by adding together the sub-scores given from the enabled protection mechanisms. If
the total score is equal to or greater than the specified Thresholds then the email is considered
SPAM and will be either tagged or dropped based on which threshold is reached.
When Anti- Spam has been enabled the administrator is able to choose which protection
mechanisms should be used and what amount of score each protection mechanism will add.

The options of the Anti-Spam feature
Since the Anti- Spam feature is such a huge feature with many options, we will split the
explanation of its options into multiple images, starting with the those highlighted in the
following image.
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Figure 3.11.5 Domain Verification, Thresholds and Tag settings

When Domain Verification (1) is enabled cOS Core will use DNS to send a mail exchange (MX)
record query, requesting the IP address of a mail server associated with the email sender's
domain.
If the DNS server recognizes the domain name, cOS Core takes no action. If the DNS server does
not recognize the domain, cOS Core will add the configured sub-score for this mechanism to the
overall anti-spam score for that email.
Note that at least one DNS server must be configured in cOS Core for this Domain Verification to
work. If no DNS server is configured, this test will not be performed and its sub-score will not be
added.
Next we will go through the Threshold settings and their functions are quite straight forward.
If the total score for an email is equal to or greater than the specified Tag Threshold (2) then
the email is considered to be SPAM and will be tagged as such.
For SMTP only, if the total score for an email is equal to or greater than the specified Reject
Threshold (3) then the email is dropped.
How we tag emails that have reached the Tag Threshold is defined in the Tag Settings.
The Tag Subject (4) setting adds text to the subject line of an email. The default text is "***
SPAM ***" but this can be set to any string.
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The Tag Header ( 5 ) inserts information into the bottom of the email header data which
describes the anti-spam processing that has been performed on the email.
Second we will go through the Malicious Link Protection Mechanism.

Figure 3.11.6 Activating Malicious Link Protection

Malicious Link Protection neutralizes undesirable web links inside emails. Finding one or
more undesirable links will add the configured sub-score to the total score for that email. Which
categories are considered undesirable can be configured with the Malicious Link Protection
Categories settings that become available after enabling the Malicious Link Protection
mechanism. It's up to the administrator which categories should be allowed or disallowed as
seen in the next image.

Figure 3.11.7 Choosing Malicious Link Protection Categories

Next we will look at the Distributed Checksum Clearinghouses (DCC) mechanism. When enabled
you will be displayed with the settings available for DCC as seen in the next screenshot.
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Figure 3.11.8 DCC and DCC Settings

Distributed Checksum Clearinghouses (DCC) (1) is an external server network that acts as a
central repository for email checksums reported by participating email servers. cOS Core sends
the email checksum of the received email to the Clearing House server and if the returned value
is greater than the defined DCC Threshold (2), the sub-score for this mechanism will be added
to the total anti-spam score.
The idea is that if a checksum has been reported many times by many different servers then it is
probably spam.
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The final option we have left to discuss is DNS Blacklists.

Figure 3.11.9 Using DNS Blacklists

By enabling the DNS Blacklists (DNSBL) option (1), we are able to define up to 10 different DNS
Blacklist (DNSBL) servers can be specified (3), each with its own sub-score (2)(the default value is
10 per server) that will be added to the total score if that server flags an email as spam. If a
DNSBL server is not responding then its sub-score is not included in the final score calculation.
In this example we have four servers, two with value 5 and two with value 10. These values are
set by the administrator based on how trustworthy the response from this particular server is.
We trust DNSBL servers 1 and 2 only half as much as DNSBL servers 3 and 4.

DNS Blacklist Databases
A number of trusted organizations maintain publicly available databases that contain the origin
IP address of known spamming SMTP servers and these can be queried over the public Internet.
These databases are known as DNS BlackList (DNSBL) databases and the information is
accessible using a standardized query method which is supported by cOS Core.
When the cOS Core Anti-Spam filtering function is configured, the IP address of the email's
sending server is sent to our configured DNSBL servers to find out if any of the DNSBL servers
think the email is from a spammer or not. The reply sent back by a DNSBL server is either a nonlisted response or a listed response. In the latter case of being listed, the DNSBL server is
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indicating that the email might be spam and it will usually also provide information known as a
TXT record which is a textual explanation for the listing.

Note
DNSBL servers do not blacklist individual email addresses but rather mail server IPs.

The schematic below illustrates DNSBL processing. If we for example would configure two
DNSBL servers, cOS Core will query the two DNSBL servers and ask them if the sender of an
incoming mail is a potential risk or not and, based on the answer, will apply the configured subscore for that server.

Figure 3.11.10 Using DNSBL for Anti-Spam

Since we want to be as effective as possible in detecting spam we will enable all Protection
Mechanisms available for our email traffic and leave them with their default settings. The only
thing that has to be defined by the administrator is which DNSBL servers should be used.

The IMAP Settings in Email Control
The options for found under the IMAP settings tab are relatively few. The options can be seen in
figure 3.11.11.
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Figure 3.11.11 IMAP Settings

The first option (1) prevents the IMAP server from revealing that a username does not exist. This
prevents users from trying different usernames until they find a valid one. We will enable this
option.
Block Plain Text Authentication ( 2) enables us to block connections between client and
server that send the username/password combination as easily-read clear text (some servers
may not support other methods than this). We will allow this to be as compatible as possible but
it can easily be changed if needed. If there are no servers that only support Plain Text
Authentication, it is recommended to enable this.
When the Allow
command which
transactions. This
emails as we are
disabled.

STARTTLS ( 3) option is enabled, clients are allowed to use the STARTTLS
means that we are allowing clients to switch to using encrypted mail
prevents any protection mechanisms or anti-virus scans to be done on the
unable to scan the encrypted data. Because of this we will keep this option

The POP3 Settings in Email Control
POP3 has some options that works the same way as the ones for IMAP as well as some unique
options for POP3 as seen in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.11.12 POP3 Settings
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The first option Hide User (1) works the same way as it does under IMAP settings, which means
that it prevents the POP3 server from revealing that a username does not exist.
Allow Unknown Commands (2) is an option that allows clients to use commands that are not
standard POP 3 commands. We will not allow this but it can be easily changed if needed.
The option Block USER/PASS Commands (3) has a similar function as the Block Plain Text
Authentication option in IMAP. It lets us block clients from sending their credentials in plain text
using the USER and PASS commands.
The Allow STARTTLS (4) option has the same function as described in IMAP settings. It allows
clients to use encrypted mail transactions but we won't be able to scan the emails for viruses or
spam.

The SMTP Settings in Email Control
There are two main options that are of interest here, the Allow STARTTLS option for SMTP has
the same function as explained in the previous two protocols.

Figure 3.11.13 SMTP Settings

The first is the Max Email Rate (1). This option controls how many mails are allowed to be sent
from the same host within 60 seconds. We leave this option blank as we do not know the exact
email rate that we will encounter and initially we do not want to restrict our users until we know
the traffic pattern. What is a good value? It all depends on the size of the network and the traffic
pattern, 10? 100? It will be up to the administrator to set an appropriate level for his
environment.
The second option, Max Email Size (2), controls the maximum size (in kilobytes) of the emails
being sent through the SMTP ALG. This option can be good to use if we want to avoid users
sending emails with large file attachments. Once again, we leave this option blank in our
example as it all depends on the network requirements and whether the administrator wants to
restrict this or not.
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Using Whitelists and Blacklists
We can add a whitelist or a blacklist for an IP by going to the Whitelist/Blacklist tab and clicking
add Email Filter as seen in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.11.14 Location of adding Whitelists or Blacklists

Whitelist/Blacklist is a function that can be used to avoid a user accidentally getting blacklisted
(as shown below). For instance, we do not want the administrator to get blacklisted by mistake.
To make sure that never happens we can put that user into the whitelist. Or, if we have a user
that we know is infected by a virus or otherwise compromised, we can add them into the
blacklist.

Figure 3.11.15 Whitelisting and blacklisting

Wildcards can be used here, for instance, the list entry *@clavister.com can be used to specify all
possible email addresses related to the domain.

POP3 IP Policy configuration
Now that we have created our Email Control profile, all that's left is for us to set up the Policies
for the email traffic, beginning with POP3.
For POP3, we will create two IP policies for each interface involved, as shown next.
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Figure 3.11.16 POP3 IP policies

These policies are repeated for the interfaces ADMIN, Wi-Fi, TEACHERS and DORMITORY.
The first policy (1) allows communication between the client network and the internal POP3
server in the DMZ zone. We do not need any address translation for this policy as it is
communication between two internal networks and we have no reason to mask the client's
source IP.
It will also be advantageous to be able to see the client's source IP when troubleshooting any
problems using the logs and for this reason one should avoid address translation if possible.
The second policy (2) allows communication between the client network and a host/server on
the Internet. It is reasonable to assume that many users have mail accounts on other servers, not
just the university. Since we want to go from a private IP addresses towards public IP addresses
we have to enable NAT as source translation. Both of these two policies could be using Auto as
source translation as well without any issues as it would be able to detect whether the traffic
needs to be NAT'ed or not.

Using email specific features
Earlier in this recipe it was mentioned that POP3, as well as IMAP and SMTP supports the
following four features, Application Control, Anti-Virus, File Control and Email Control. To be
able to use these features it is important that the service we have selected on our IP Policies is
using POP3, IMAP or SMTP as protocol. Therefore we will use the default pop3 service for our
POP3 policies as it is preconfigured with POP3 as protocol. We will now go through how these
four features can be used in relation to our email protocols.
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Figure 3.11.17 Email specific features

As seen in the screenshot above, the first feature is Application Control (1). This feature lets us
control things like which email clients our users are allowed to use as well as well as more
detailed control over what content we are allowed to have in our emails in terms of attachments
and various other things. We will not be using Application Control on any of our email protocols
as it depends on the requirements of the network and at what level of control the administrator
wants to have. For more details regarding Application Control, see the next upcoming recipe
Recipe 3.12. Using Application Control
We have discussed Anti-Virus (2) several times in other recipes so we will not go into details
regarding the Anti-Virus settings. Please see Recipe 3.7. Configuring Anti-Virus protection for
more details about Anti-Virus configuration. We will apply an Anti-Virus profile set to protect
mode on both of our policies for each interface. We can reuse the Anti-Virus profile created in
earlier recipes for this or we could create a new one to be used. We will be reusing our
previously configured Anti-Virus profile.
File Control (3) is a function that can be used to block specific file types such as .exe or .zip. For
now we will not be using it.
Email Control (4) is the tab where we will assign our previously created Email Control Profile.
We will assign our Email Control Profile to all created policies, both internal and external.

Note
It is not uncommon for mail servers to use SSL or similar encrypted protocols for POP3
and SMTP traffic. None of these features support encrypted traffic, so they cannot be
used for such encrypted mail.
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IMAP IP Policy configuration
Our IP Policy configuration for IMAP will be very much like the configuration we have set up for
POP3. We will set up one policy to allow traffic between the client network and a host/server on
the Internet with the IMAP protocol. Then we will set up a second policy to allow IMAP traffic
towards our internal mailserver since it supports mail fetching via both IMAP and POP3.

Figure 3.11.18 IMAP IP policies

On these two policies we will make sure to select the default imap service as it is preconfigured
with IMAP as protocol. We can then assign our already configured Anti-Virus profile as well as
our Email Control profile to these policies.

SMTP IP Policy configuration
As we want to protect our mail server in the DMZ, we use our Anti-Virus and Email Control
profiles with a SAT IP policy using the default smtp service object as service as it is preconfigured
with SMTP as protocol. This allows incoming connections from the Internet to our web server in
the DMZ as shown in the policy shown below.

Figure 3.11.19 SMTP SAT Policy

The processing order used in email filtering
Email filtering obeys the following processing order and this is similar to the order followed by
the Web Profile except for the addition of Spam filtering:
1. Whitelist.
2. Blacklist.
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3. Spam filtering (If enabled with Email Control Profile).
4. Anti-virus scanning (If enabled with Anti-Virus Profile).
This means that if a sender address is both in the blacklist and the whitelist, the whitelist will
have precedence, so a whitelisted user will never have any problems sending or receiving email.
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Recipe 3.12. Using Application Control
Objectives
Up until now, we have been controlling access levels using ports and to some extent application
layer gateways. However, there are many scenarios where multiple applications are using the
same port or protocol. So how can we block one but allow the other if they are using the same
port? The objective of this recipe is to describe the configuration and use of Application Control
(AC) to decide which programs should be allowed network access.

Detailed Discussion
In the example illustrated below in Figure 3.12.1 , we want to allow users to be able to connect to
Facebook but not Youtube.

Figure 3.12.1 Allowing access to Facebook but not Youtube

By using application control, we can look at the traffic/packets being generated by our users and
match that against an application signature database. Each signature corresponds to one type of
application.
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To accomplish this, we will first create an Application Rule Set that determines how application
control should behave and which applications we want to allow or deny. We can also use and
create Application Control settings directly on an IP policy, but we will create an Application Rule
Set as we want to reuse the same AC rule set on multiple policies. Creating such rule sets is done
under the policies section, as shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.12.2 The location of the Application Rule Sets

Note
We will use Youtube and Facebook as examples here, but in the end it will be up to the
administrator to decide what applications to allow or deny. Some admins only want to
log what applications are used.

The importance of understanding the default action option
When creating an Application Rule Set, we are first presented with some general options, as
shown in the next WebUI screenshot.
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Figure 3.12.3 General Application Rule Set options

The Default Action (1) is a very important setting. It can decide how AC will handle applications
that match our filter criteria (if any).
The two possible values for the Default Action are:
l

l

Allow - When in allow mode, all applications will be allowed except the specific
applications we chose to deny in our AC rule filters. For example, deny Youtube, allow all
other applications.
Deny - When in deny mode, all applications will be denied except the specific applications
we choose to allow in our AC rule filters. For example, allow Facebook and DNS, deny all
other applications.

Note
It should be highlighted again how important it is to understand the difference in these
two actions. They will make AC function very differently based on the choice.

The Strict HTTP (2) option determines how aggressive cOS Core should be when it comes to
the handling of plain HTTP as many programs use the HTTP port not just for HTTP data. This
setting makes cOS Core look harder at HTTP data to try determine what it is.
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Note: Additional information about Strict HTTP
Many protocols that application control examines are built on top of the HTTP protocol.
In some cases where HTTP itself is being blocked by application control, a protocol built
on HTTP may be erroneously blocked as well. To try to resolve this problem, the Strict
HTTP setting can be disabled for the relevant Application Rules. This will force
application control to evaluate the entire protocol structure before making a decision on
the protocol type.

The Custom Limit (3) setting allows us to override the global advanced setting that controls the
limits on how much we should scan a packet before we classify it as "unknown". The maximum
amount of data processed to make this decision is specified in cOS Core as both a number of
packets and a number of bytes.
By default, these two values are the following:
l

Max Unclassified Packets: 5

l

Max Unclassified Bytes: 7,500

When either of these values is reached, the unclassifiable decision is made. If the administrator
wants to make individual changes to these settings without making it a global change, it can be
done here. We will leave this setting as default.
These options can be changed globally under System -> Advanced Settings-> Application
Control Settings.

An AC example: Deny Youtube, allow other applications
In our first example we want to create a new application rule set that specifically blocks access to
Youtube and Peer to Peer File sharing but allows all other applications. After creating the new
application rule set we go into the rule set and add a new application rule as seen in the next
screenshot.
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Figure 3.12.4 Adding a new Application Rule

Now, we have arrived at the main settings and options for Application Control, as shown below.
We will primarily concentrate our efforts on the Application (1) tab where we select which
applications should be allowed or denied based on the Action (2) (Allow or Deny). Before we do
that, let us mention some of the other options we have.

Figure 3.12.5 Application Control options and tabs

Content Control (3) provides additional filtering detail based on which application(s) we have
selected (6).
Taking Facebook as an example, the next screenshot gives an idea of what can be filtered within
Facebook using Content Control.

Figure 3.12.6 Filtering with Content Control
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Content control gives us the ability to control applications within other applications. We will not
be using Content Control in this example as it depends heavily on the requirements of the
network and at what level of detail the administrator wants to control applications. It can be
made as simple or as complex as the administrator wants.
With Authentication Settings (4) we can configure the rule to only trigger for specific users or
groups. For an Allow rule, the requesting client is only permitted the connection if they have
already been authenticated by cOS Core and are one of the usernames specified for the rule or
belong to one of the specified groups.
For a Deny rule, the requesting client is denied the connection if they are authenticated and are
one of the usernames specified or belong to one of the specified groups. Authentication may
have been performed using any of the methods available in cOS Core Authentication Rule
objects, including Identity Awareness. If no groups or usernames are specified in the rule,
authentication is ignored.
We will go into more details regarding authentication in the next chapter.
Traffic Shaping Settings (5) - Traffic Shaping is a feature where we can control how much
bandwidth a set of applications is allowed to use. It can be very useful to prioritize bandwidth
between different applications and, if used in conjunction with the authentication setting, on
particular users or user groups using that application.
Traffic shaping is only applicable if the Application Rule has an action of Allow.
We will discuss and use traffic shaping in much greater detail in the next chapter. For now, we
will not activate this particular feature.

Selecting applications when the default action is "Allow"
When our Application Rule Set is created, we need to select which applications we want to allow
or deny. Since in our current example we are using default action "Allow", this means that unless
we specifically add applications to deny, everything will be allowed.
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When selecting which applications we want to add to our filter, we click the Select Filter button
shown and will be presented with the filter options shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.12.7 The application filter view with options

The Application Control database consists of more than 2000 signatures, making it a
requirement to be able to narrow down what we are looking for. To accomplish this we have
several tools available.
From the first options (1) we can narrow down our search or simply select a particular Family,
Tag or Risk level. We can, for instance, choose to deny the entire Very High Risk group if we
want.
With our second option (2) we can use a string to narrow down the search. In our example, we
have chosen to search for "youtube". This yielded only one hit, which is exactly what we were
looking for.
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The third option (3) determines how we want to select the applications that match our filters.
There are two choices:
l

Matches all the above filters
This option means that applications will be based on our chosen Family, Tag and Risk
group. This does NOT include the search field. It is not possible to make a matching filter
based on a search string.

l

Matches specific applications
This option means that the summary view of target applications changes so that we will
get the option to enable/disable specific applications using a checkbox. For instance the
search result may yield 3 applications, and we only want to use one. Then we can use this
option and only select the one application that best matches our filters by enabling its
checkbox (3).

The fourth and last option (4) allows us to change the groupings of applications. By default there
is no grouping but by changing grouping to, for example, Risk Level (as seen in the next
screenshots) we can get a different kind of filter view in order to more easily find what we are
looking for.
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Figure 3.12.8 Using Risk Level grouping and no application grouping

In order to keep the examples simple, we have chosen to only deny two filter types. This is
shown in the following WebUI screenshot.

Figure 3.12.9 The "Default_Allow" Application Rule Set filters

For our first Deny rule, we used the search function to find the youtube application, then we
changed the matching type to unlock the "checkbox" method of selecting applications. By doing
that we narrowed down our search to only one application.
For our second Deny rule, we used the default matching type to select a specific Tag group, in
our case the "Peer to Peer File sharing" tag group. We add the P2P File Sharing Tag to our filter
in this example to demonstrate the way you can use Tag groups in application control.
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Note
It is recommended to go through the resulting applications when selecting a Family, Tag
or Risk level. In our example we chose to deny the "P2P File Sharing" tag group but that
group also contains applications that we may want to allow in our network, such as
Spotify.

Selecting applications when the default action is "Deny"
Previously, we have used an Application Rule Set where the default action was Allow . This
means that all applications, unless specifically blocked, will be allowed. This time, we are going to
do the reverse.

Figure 3.12.10 Setting the Application Rule Set action to Deny

By setting the default action to Deny, as shown above, everything will be blocked except the
applications we chose to allow.
This has the big advantage that if there is unknown application in the network that is not
identifiable by AC, they will automatically be disallowed. It can naturally also be a drawback, but
generally speaking it is best to deny an unknown application first until we know what it is. Then
after wards, once we know what it is either keep denying it or make an exception for it in the
rules.
As a simple example, we create a rule set that only allows a very limited amount of applications,
in our case only DNS and Facebook, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure 3.12.11 The allow list for the "Default=Deny" rule set

This means that if we use this Application Rule Set, our user(s) would only be able to resolve
DNS names and connect to Facebook. All other applications would be denied.
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Note
It should be highlighted how important it is to understand the differences with the
default action, as it will radically change the behavior of how AC handles the various
applications detected in the network.

Using the Application Rule Set on our IP policies
Now we have created two Application Rule Sets, but in their current state they are not doing
anything. Application Rule Sets are a template that can be used with our IP policies.
As an example, we open the IP policy used on the Wi-Fi interface related to HTTP. On that policy
there is an Application Control tab as shown below.

Figure 3.12.12 Activating Application Control on an IP policy

The first setting (1) controls if we want to activate AC on this policy or not. Once that option is
selected, it will expand to additional options such as the Mode (2) and Application Rule Set (3).
Since we have already created an Application Rule Set we can select the one we want to use on
the Application Rule Set selection.
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Note
If we so choose, we can create an Application Control filter directly on this IP policy. The
disadvantage of this is it can only be used on this particular policy. If we want to re-use
this application rule filter set we have to re-create it as an Application Rule Set profile.

If we now look at the policy summary for this particular policy it will look like the image below.

Figure 3.12.13 Policy summary when activating AC on an IP policy

As we can see there is now information in the Application field indicating that Application
Control is now activated on this particular policy.
From the previous recipe, we configured the Web Policy on this policy where we restricted the
webpage access, now we have activated AC on it as well. So not only do we restrict which
webpage category that is allowed, we specifically block some applications as well. In our
example, we block P2P network access and the ability to connect to Youtube.

Application Control best practice
Application Control is a very powerful tool to restrict users from using a particular application,
function or even some webpages (such as social media).
But it can also cause problems if we are not careful. Here are a few tips on things to keep in mind
when configuring Application Control for the first time.

Step 1: Do not block anything
This can seem a bit strange. Unless we specifically know exactly what kind of applications that
exist in the network and which ones we want to allow or deny, it is a good idea to first set up
Application Control in such a way that it only logs what is being used in the network.
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To do this we either create an Application Rule Set or configure it directly on the relevant IP
policies. We will be using a Default Action of Allow. For the signature filter, we do not select
anything particular. Instead, we just open the filter options and press Add. This will have the
effect that all applications in the database will be used for this policy. This is show in the
screenshot below.

Figure 3.12.14 Using all available signatures on an AC rule

Since we do not know exactly what may be going on in the network, we first just want to allow
all traffic in order to see what is being used and if it should be allowed or not.

Note
Using all applications will put a lot of stress on cOS Core due to the sheer amount of
signatures it needs to match for all the traffic. It might be a good idea to restrict this
data gathering to one specific network at a time to avoid overloading cOS Core.

Step 2: Make a list of applications that we want to block
Based on the logs, we should be able to get a fairly good view on what kind of applications are
being used in the network. Based on that, we make a list of applications that we feel should not
be allowed in the network.

Step 3: Make a list of applications that we want to allow
As in the previous step, make a list of applications that we would like to allow in the network.
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Compare Notes
Depending on the results we have some decisions to make based on the following questions:
l

Do we have a large amount of applications that we want to block?

l

Or do we have a large amount of applications that we want to allow?

Based on the answer to the above questions, it should be decided if we want to use Application
Rule Sets that use a Default Action of Allow or Deny.
If we only want to allow a very limited amount of applications it is better to use the Default
Action of Deny to avoid having to configure a huge list of applications that should be denied.
If we want to deny only a few applications we do things the other way, we set the Default
Action to Allow and only configure the specific applications we want to deny.
Either method will work of course, but it will be much less work for the administrator to
configure depending on the situation. By using the action Deny, we also make sure that any new
or unidentified application in the network will be automatically dropped. However, when using
Allow, the administrator must add a specific Deny for the application.
That works the other way around of course. By using allow we would automatically allow any
new application in the network. It comes down to preference and the requirements set by the
administrator and/or company policy.

Step 5: Set up evaluation policies
Once the desired method has been chosen, it would be a good idea to set up an evaluation
policy to verify that the configured Application Rules and filter does what we want. An easy way
to do that is to make an IP policy that specifically triggers for one host only, such as the one
shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.12.15 An IP policy that only triggers for one source IP

In the above policy, the address object called "Admin_ Test_ Machine" single IPv4 address
(192.168.100.15). So this particular policy will only trigger for one specific host. When we test
this, it will not interfere with any other computer behind the Admin interface and is perfect for
testing and evaluation.
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It is also important that this particular test policy is placed at the top of the policy section related
to (in our case) the admin network. The reason for this is we want this policy to trigger first, and
we do not want any other policy to interfere with our tests. If, for instance, an HTTP policy was
placed above this policy, it would not give us the desired test results for applications that use
HTTP as that particular port/protocol would already have triggered another policy.

Step 6: Configure AC on the correct ports and/or protocol to optimize
Another important thing to keep in mind is that applications use specific ports. Some
applications may use dynamic ports but, if we take HTTP and FTP for example, they are usually
configured on TCP port 80 and 21.
When selecting the applications to use, it is a good idea to therefore verify that the applications
selected are actually using the ports/protocols we have specified in our IP policy/policies.
An example would be if we have activated AC on our FTP policy then chosen to block Facebook.
That will never work as Facebook will never be accessed on FTP port 21. Avoid using signatures
on ports that we know will never trigger, it will put a needless load on cOS Core as it must
evaluate signatures that will never trigger.

Step 7: Final implementation and activation
Once we are satisfied that our test host can only access/use the applications we want, and that
there is no leakage, we can continue to roll out the changes to our users.
By "leakage", we mean mistakes in the configuration that could cause applications that should be
blocked to be allowed and the other way around.

Additional information 1: Overlapping security
Right now, we have activated quite a few security mechanisms and functions. Some of these
functions may be doing either a similar or almost the same thing. A good example here is if we
go back and first look at Figure 3.12.9.
One of the signatures we chose to block here is Youtube. But Youtube also belongs to two Web
Content Filtering categories:
l

7 - Entertainment.

l

23 - Music Downloads.
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And the Web Content Filtering policy we created earlier for the Wi-Fi network, specifically denies
the "Music Downloads" category.
So for our Wi-Fi interface, it would not be needed to specifically block Youtube as that is already
disallowed by Web Content Filtering.
It is not a disaster to use both AC and WCF to block Youtube, it is more of an example of how
functions can in some situations overlap each other. With today's powerful hardware and
processing power, the extra workload caused by such redundancy is in most cases minimal, but
it should be kept in mind during configuration so the system can be optimized to work faster.

Additional information 2: Signature Inheritance
The application control signatures have a hierarchical structure and it is important to remember
that permissions are also inherited. An example of this is the http signature. If the administrator
configures application control to block all http traffic they are also blocking all applications that
use http such as Facebook. However, if the administrator configures application control to allow
the http signature, they are also allowing all applications that use http. For instance, the signature
for Facebook is a child of the http signature so allowing http traffic also allows Facebook traffic. If
Facebook is to be blocked while still allowing http, it must be blocked separately.

Additional information 3: What if application X Y or Z is not in the database?
Every attempt is made to keep the application control signature database as up to date as
possible. However, there are thousands of applications in existence and some are not well
known. There can therefore be situations where cOS Core application control cannot properly
identify a specific application. If that is the case, Clavister may need help from customers to
become aware of obscure, but potentially important applications, so contact the company with
details.
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Recipe 3.13. Blocking using Schedules
Objectives
Consider the following scenario: During normal school/office hours we want to deny
users/students access to Youtube, but after school/office hours they should be allowed to access
whatever they want.
The objective of this recipe is to configure schedules to solve this scenario since we want our
students to study and pay attention in class instead of looking at videos.

Figure 3.13.1 Blocking Youtube during business hours

Note
This is of course only an example. What to allow or what to deny is up to school or
company or the administrator to decide.
There is no general recommendation here and each installation is unique with its own
set of requirements.
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Detailed Discussion
To accomplish this we will be using a feature called Schedules. The location in the WebUI for
configuring schedules is shown in the following screenshot.

Figure 3.13.2 The WebUI location of schedule profiles

Note
This is not the only location where schedules can be configured. We will also discuss
using schedules with traffic shaping in the next chapter.

When creating a schedule profile, there are two types of profile that we can create, as shown in
the WebUI screenshot below.

Figure 3.13.3 Creating schedule profiles
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The normal Schedule Profile allows a schedule with the following specifications to be
configured:
l

l

Only trigger between 07:00:00 to 16:00:00 every day, Monday to Friday.
Or: Only trigger between 07:00:00 to 16:00:00 every day, Monday to Friday, between the
dates January 1st, 2015 and June 1st, 2015.

An Advanced Schedule Profile allows more advanced profiling to be configured, such as the
following requirements:
l

Trigger between 07:00:00 and 16:00:00 on the first each month.

l

Trigger between 07:00:00 and 16:00:00 on the 5th each month.

l

Trigger between 15:00:00 to 16:00:00 on the each Sunday each week.

An example scenario
Assume we have the following requirement:

Between 07:00:00 and 16:00:00 each week from Monday to Friday, users connected to the Wi-Fi
network should not be able to use Youtube or P2P networks.
The above requirement can be covered using the standard scheduling profile. We create a profile
that looks like the one shown in figure 3.13.4.
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Figure 3.13.4 An example standard schedule profile

We intentionally left the "start" and "end" date blank as we want this to be a continuous schedule
that never expires.

Note
You may notice that we have checked the boxes for 7-15 even though we want the
schedule to work between 07:00:00 and 16:00:00 . The reason for this is that if we for
example check the box for 15 it means that the schedule will be active between 15:00:00
and 15:59:59. This means that if we would have checked the boxes from 7-16 the
schedule would have been active from 07:00:00 to 16:59:59.

Using schedules in policies
Now that we have created the schedule, it is time to apply it to our rule set. In Recipe 3.12. Using
Application Control , we ended up with a Wi-Fi IP policy where we specifically blocked Youtube
and P2P applications.
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However, this policy does not have any schedules configured, meaning that this policy will
always be active and block the selected applications. Outside school hours, we do not want to
enforce this restriction and students should be able to do pretty much what they want.
So we can open our IP policy and apply our newly created schedule profile on the policy, as
shown below.

Figure 3.13.5 Applying a schedule to our previously created Wi-Fi IP policy

This means that this particular policy will only trigger between 07:00 and 16:00 from Monday to
Friday.

Review the IP policy before applying the new schedule
Before deploying these changes, let's review the status of the IP policies for the Wi-Fi interface.
Our current rule set now looks like the screenshot shown below.

Figure 3.13.6 IP policies with schedules applied

We can see that our schedule for "School_Hours" is in place on the IP policy we created earlier.
This means that our scheduling policy will trigger between 07:00 and 16:00 and block the
categories chosen by Web Content Filtering and Application Control.
But what happens before 07:00 and after 16:00? Which policy will trigger then? The answer is:
No policy will trigger. All HTTP/HTTPS traffic will be blocked during these times. On weekends
it will be blocked as well as the schedule IP policy only triggers between Monday and Fridays. To
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solve this problem we must create another IP policy that should trigger for all the periods that
are not covered by our schedule policy.
The question then arises, should we be less restrictive with our Wi-Fi network outside school
hours?
That sounds reasonable, so we create a new Web Profile that is less restrictive and only block
some of the major undesired categories. We then create an IP policy that uses that Web Profile
and http-all service, as shown below. We will not activate application control on this policy.
(restrictions will naturally vary depending on the requirements)

Figure 3.13.7 Creating additional IP policies with schedules

It is very important that the policy is placed in the correct order. Since we want our schedule
policy to trigger during its configured time intervals, it MUST be placed above our evening IP
policy.
Only when our schedule policy does NOT trigger, will it fall down to trigger on our general
policy (#38). As mentioned previously, IP policies are always read and interpreted from the top
to the bottom of the rule set.
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Recipe 3.14. Using VLANs to build a Lab network
Objectives
So far in this chapter, we have not mentioned the lab network very much. That is because it is
quite different from our other interfaces.
The idea of the lab network is that on this particular network, teachers and students should be
able to experiment with all kinds of network equipment, programs and prototypes, without
restrictions.
When doing work on something like an application or network related project, the
student/teacher would not want interference from some of the security systems. If they
encounter a problem, how would they know if it's related to their lab or some external security
system?
Having such unrestricted access is also very dangerous. Such networks must be kept isolated
and closed off from all other networks as much as possible.
The objective of this recipe is to discuss how we can implement a lab network that does not
interfere with other interfaces and our network security.

Detailed Discussion
In our current configuration for the LAB interface, we only have the network 192.168.0.0/24
routed on it. Having all students and teachers using the same lab network would be very chaotic
as it will be flooded with packets from everyone's machines. This can cause interference from
each other and will be a generally bad lab environment.
So how do we solve this? We do not have any more physical interfaces on the Clavister firewall,
but we can solve the problem by using a Virtual LAN (VLAN)!
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VLAN explained
Virtual LAN (VLAN) support in cOS Core allows the definition of one or more Virtual LAN
interfaces which are associated with a particular physical interface. These are then considered to
be logical interfaces by cOS Core and can be treated like any other interfaces in cOS Core IP rule
sets and routing tables.
VLANs are useful in several different scenarios. A typical application is to allow one Ethernet
interface to appear as many separate interfaces.
This means that the number of physical Ethernet interfaces on a Clavister Next Generation
Firewall need not limit how many totally separated external networks can be connected.
Another common use of VLANs is to group together clients in an organization so that the traffic
belonging to different groups is kept completely separate in different VLANs.
Traffic can then only flow between the different VLANs under the control of cOS Core and is
filtered using the security policies described by the cOS Core rule sets.

Segmenting the lab network using VLANs
In our lab network example we will have 5 different lab networks (6 if we count the physical LAB
interface/network itself) each given their own VLAN and VLAN ID as illustrated below in Figure
3.14.1.

Figure 3.14.1 Segmenting the lab network using VLANs
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As listed below in Table 3.14.2 , we will allocate network(s) to the various VLAN interfaces as well
as the physical trunk LAB interface (a trunk interface is basically an interface multiple VLANs are
traversing).
Interface Name

VLAN ID

Network

Lab

Base interface/trunk

192.168.0.0/24

Lab_VLAN_01

1

192.168.1.0/24

Lab_VLAN_02

2

192.168.2.0/24

Lab_VLAN_03

3

192.168.3.0/24

Lab_VLAN_04

4

192.168.4.0/24

Lab_VLAN_05

5

192.168.5.0/24

Table 3.14.2 Overview of the LAB network's VLAN IDs and network for each segment

Before we create the actual VLAN interfaces, we go to the address book and create all the objects
needed for the new interfaces. We need two objects for each interface, an IP address and a
network.
For the IP, we will choose the first address in each network (192.168.1.1, 192.168.2.1,
192.168.3.1 and so on). This IP will be used as default gateway for all the lab machines attached
to the corresponding network segment.
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Creating VLAN interfaces
To create a VLAN, we go to the WebUI location shown in the screenshot below and select Add
then VLAN.

Figure 3.14.3 Creating a VLAN

There are a large number of options for a VLAN interface and these are shown in the screenshot
below. We will go into detail about what each option does.

Figure 3.14.4 VLAN options
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The Base interface ( 1) determines on which interface the VLAN should be attached. When
traffic is being sent or received on this particular VLAN, the physical interface LAB will be used.
The VLAN ID (2) determines which VLAN ID we should give this interface. In this case we will
use a VLAN ID of 1 as that matches the network we allocate to this VLAN (192.168.1.0/24).
The Type (3) contains the option to decide what kind of VLAN we want this to be. Without going
into too much detail, there are primary two types: Normal VLAN and Service (QinQ) VLAN.

Normal VLAN and Service VLAN
When configuring normal VLANs, there is a limit of 4096 VLANs per physical interface. In some
really large networks, this can be not enough. In that case we can use Service VLANs which
means we can have a VLAN inside another VLAN, dramatically increasing the number of VLANs
that can be configured and used in the network. For now, we will leave it as the default type
(0x8100) as we do not have the need for a large amount of VLANs at this time. However, it is a
University so there is a fairly good chance it could be needed in the future as the networks grow.
For the IP address (4) and Network (5) options, we use the IP objects we created earlier from
the address book. The names are a little long but don’t be afraid to use long names in policies
and object names. A good descriptive object name can be extremely useful.
We will not be using a Default Gateway ( 6 ) because the lab computers will be directly
connected to a switch and not go through any routers (other than cOS Core).
The DHCP client option (7) will not be used either. As we use a static IP address on all the
VLANs.
We are not using any IPv6 at this stage so we will leave the Enable IPv6 option (8) disabled.
The last option we need to configure on each VLAN is the HA IP address. Since this is a High
Availability cluster we must define the private IP address the cluster should use on these VLANs,
it is a required field when HA is enabled. This option is shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.14.5 Setting the HA private IP address for the VLAN interface
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Using Localhost as the HA object in VLANs
As we can see in the image above, we have chosen to use the default object called "localhost".
This object means that the private IP address will be 127.0.0.1 and 127.0.0.2 on all the VLANs.
The reason why we use this particular object is because there is no direct need to dedicate IP
addresses to the private IP address as these IPs are primarily used by cOS Core when cOS Core
itself tries to reach something past this interface. An example would be if we have a log receiver
configured on this VLAN or if we ping something in this network from the CLI. Such a ping will
be initiated from cOS Core itself and it must have a valid IP address to use as the sender in order
to succeed.
This is not a big problem as we can easily use a sub-parameter for the ping to select which IP we
want to use as sender, but we will not go into detail regarding that until later.
A route will be automatically added to the main routing table for these VLANs by default. If we
want to structure the routing table, it is recommended to remove the auto-add-route option in
order to place the VLAN routes in a comment group for easier visualization of the routing table.

Adding additional DHCP servers to each VLAN segment
Similar to our physical interface, we also want to configure DHCP servers for our VLANs. It will
be very cumbersome if there are many lab computers and all have to be configured manually,
especially if these user devices move around a bit between the lab networks.
To make things easier, we will add a DHCP server for each VLAN for easier lab management and
ease of access for our lab users. This is shown in the DHCP server list screenshot below.

Figure 3.14.6 Summary of DHCP servers configured on various VLANs

Each Lab VLAN DHCP Pool will consist of roughly 150 IP addresses.
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Configuring IP policies for the lab network
We now come to the most important part, the IP policies. How should we configure the network
access for the lab network. Should users on the LAB network be allowed to initiate connections
to any other network in the University?
The answer is NO, as illustrated below in Figure 3.14.7.

Figure 3.14.7 Restricting Lab network access

As was previously stated, the lab network will be fairly unrestricted. We will not be using any
ALGs, Anti-Virus, Web Content Filtering or Application Control on this network. This reason is
that doing so may cause interference to lab equipment and the various tests being done on this
network.
What about incoming connections to the lab network, should we allow that? The answer is again,
NO. We do not want to allow incoming connections directly to the lab network from outside
sources either.
This could however cause problems for some labs that may require incoming connections due to
one reason or another. Allowing incoming connections will be discussed later. For now, we will
not allow it in our IP policies.
Communication between each lab segment will not be allowed either and we will keep them
separated for a reason. We will discuss possible ways to override this temporarily later.
As we will not allow connections from the lab network to, for example, the DMZ and LAB
network users will be unable to perform DNS queries. To solve this particular problem we setup
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two DNS servers behind the physical Lab interface that all users in the lab network will be able to
use.

Note
An alternative DNS solution would be to allow lab users to connect to the ISP DNS
servers directly. This may not be a desirable way to solve the DNS issue as there is a
very high probability that the administrator has internal domain or DNS names that
would be impossible to resolve if using external DNS servers.

The screenshot below shows the policies configured for the various lab networks.

Figure 3.14.8 IP policy summary for lab network interfaces

The current IP policy setup
Let's make some comments about the IP policies shown above.
IP policy 50 allows the DNS servers located in the Lab network to communicate with the DNS
servers in the DMZ. This is for DNS queries only. No other access is allowed from the Lab to the
DMZ network (or any other network/interface other than the external).
IP policies 51 to 56 are all identical. They allow unrestricted access for the various lab interfaces
and networks to communicate out onto the Internet. As this is a lab network we have not
activated any security mechanisms at all because that could be in conflict with the idea of having
a lab/test network without anything interfering with its traffic.
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This could be a potential problem but later we will go into more details about how to lock down
the LAB networks even further.

Terminal server access to the lab network
As discussed earlier, we do not want to allow any incoming connections to the lab network for
machines that are beyond our control. However, what we can do is to setup "thin"
clients/terminal servers for each lab VLAN and network. Then we can allow users from their
respective interfaces (such as TEACHERS and DORMITORY) to access the lab networks by
connecting to these terminal servers.
These terminal servers are set up by the administrator and so are better controlled and
protected, lowering the security risks involved. This is illustrated next in Figure 3.14.9.

Figure 3.14.9 A terminal server allowing remote access to the lab network

In today's network environment it would be very cumbersome to only allow our students and
teachers access to the lab network by having a physical presence on that particular network.
Students must be able to work and access their projects remotely from their DORMITORY
network and possibly even clients on the Wi-Fi and TEACHERS interfaces must be able to help
the students and check on their progress. Using the thin client solution is an easy way to provide
such access without compromising the overall network security.
Since this is a university, one server per lab interface may not be sufficient. As the network grows
larger, so will be the need for additional servers and more lab networks and equipment.
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Recipe 3.15. Assigning additional interface IPs
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to learn how to assign multiple IP address to a physical (or VLAN)
interface. The most common scenario for this is when we have requested and received multiple
public IP address from our ISP and we want to assign them all to the external interface.
The most common reason for this need is when an organization has a multitude of different
servers that will use the same destination port. Since we cannot use the same port multiple times
towards the same IP we need additional IP addresses so we can reuse the port number. For
example, for the HTTP and HTTPS ports, 80 and 443.

Detailed Discussion
As an example, we will use the EXTERNAL interface of our Clavister Next Generation Firewall.
Currently, this has only one public IP address assigned to it, which is 203.0.113.10. Now, we want
to assign the public IP addresses from 203.0.113.11 to 203.0.113.15 to the EXTERNAL interface,
as shown below in Figure 3.15.1.

Figure 3.15.1 Assigning multiple IP addresses
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Creating additional network objects
In order to keep things orderly, we first create additional network objects for the new IP
addresses as shown below.

Figure 3.15.2 Additional address book objects for IPs

It is very likely that these objects will be used in various IP policies and other functions, so
creating and using address book objects is highly recommended.

Two methods of adding extra IP addresses to an interface
There are two ways to add additional IP addresses to an interface. This can be slightly confusing
as neither of these methods configures the IPs directly on the interface itself.

Method 1 – ARP Publish
The first method uses a feature called "ARP/Neighbor Discovery". In the WebUI, this feature can
be found under Network > Interfaces > Link Layer and in figure 3.15.3.
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Figure 3.15.3 Using ARP/Neighbor Discovery

Note
We will not go into details about what exactly ARP is at this stage. For more information
about ARP please see the end of this recipe.

When creating a new ARP entry we are presented with a couple of options as shown below. Let's
look at the various options.

Figure 3.15.4 ARP options

By default, a Mode (1) called "Publish" is selected. This is the mode chosen 99% of the time. For
information about the other modes please see the end of this recipe.
The option "Publish" means that we tell cOS Core that it should respond to ARP queries on the
selected interface (2) and for the chosen IP address (3). This means that when an external source
(usually the Internet Service Provider router) asks who owns this IP address, cOS Core will say: "I
own this IP address, and my MAC address (4) is this."
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If the MAC address field is left at the default value of 00-00-00-00-00-00 (4), cOS Core will use
the MAC address of the chosen interface (2).
Using ARP Publish is the most common choice for having multiple IP address assigned to same
interface because having the same MAC address associated with the addresses is not a problem.

Method 2 – Proxy ARP
The second method of adding multiple IP address to a single interface is called "Proxy ARP". This
method is configured in the WebUI by going to Network > Routing.
In order to create our Proxy ARP entry, we create a new Core route, as shown in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.15.5 Adding a core route

As the interface (1), we must choose "Core". Next, is the IP address we want to assign to cOS
Core, so we select our chosen IP address (2). More details about the Core interface can be found
in Recipe 2.5. Configuring a DMZ and allowing access to an internal web server.

Note
We could of course group of all our IP addresses in a single route instead of one route
per IP, but to keep things simple and to the point we create multiple routes in this
example. It will also make the routing table easier to read and understand.
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Basically, we can interpret the route like this: " Assign IP address 203.0.113.11 to the Core
interface".
But what happens if we select the external interface instead of Core? If we then read the route, it
will be interpreted like this: "In order to reach 203.0.113.11, use interface External".
So the behavior will be quite different depending on whether we use the Core interface or not.
However, simply selecting the Core interface is not enough. What we have done so far is to tell
cOS Core that it has another IP address, but not if it should respond to ARP for this IP address on
any interface.
For that, we need to go to the Proxy ARP tab, which is shown in the screenshot below.

Figure 3.15.6 Configuring Proxy ARP

Here, we simply select the interface(s) on which we want cOS Core to respond to ARP. In this
example, it is only one interface: EXTERNAL.
Now, we are all set. When ARP queries arrive on the External interface asking about our chosen
IP addresses, cOS Core will reply and say that this IP belongs to cOS Core. After we have added
all of our new Core routes, the routes for the external interface will now look like the list in figure
3.15.7.
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Figure 3.15.7 External routes

Which method is best to use?
Both methods work if we simply want cOS Core to respond to ARP for an IP address. However,
they both have strengths and weaknesses.
ARP Publish advantages: Clear indication of what it does. More customized options regarding
MAC address and static ARP possibility.
ARP Publish disadvantages: Can only be done on one IP address at a time. Not possible to
create Core routes. IP policies needs to be configured differently than for an interface IP address.
Proxy ARP advantages: Can be done on an entire network. Can select multiple interfaces at
once. IP policy configuration will be the same as for a physical interface.
Proxy ARP disadvantages: Not possible to use XPublish. Not possible to create static ARP
entries. Difficult to get an overview.

Differences in policy creation between ARP publish and Proxy ARP
Which method we use will also have an impact on our how IP policies need to be configured. If
we start by using a physical interface IP address for an incoming destination SAT policy, as an
example, it may look like the rule set below.

Figure 3.15.8 Example of interface destination SAT policy
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Now, if we apply the same policy setup but with an ARP published IP using method one, it will
look like the following rule set.

Figure 3.15.9 Destination SAT policy using an ARP published IP as destination

As we can see, the destination interface is no longer Core but rather the External interface. It can
be a little confusing as cOS Core will still reply to incoming ARP queries towards this IP. Basically,
ARP Publish is a legacy cOS Core feature that has existed for a long time. The need to be able to
ARP publish entire networks led to the introduction of Proxy ARP into cOS Core. It was also
made possible to Proxy ARP IP address on the Core interface itself to make it behave more like
an interface IP address.
If we apply the above policy example on a Core routed Proxy ARPed IP address, it would look like
the following.

Figure 3.15.10 Destination SAT policy using a Core routed Proxy ARPed IP

As we can see, there is no difference between the above and the original destination SAT policy.
This is one of the advantages of using Core routes and Proxy ARP. When creating the IP policies
they are configured in the same as for any other interface.

Optional: How to find out if an IP is Core routed or not
Sometimes, it can be confusing to know how the policies should be defined when it comes to the
source or destination interface. Using "Any" as the interface is, of course, one solution but the
more we restrict the policies to use specific interfaces, the better we lock down the network and
the more secure it will be.
Having policies that can trigger on multiple interfaces and/or networks could allow our network
security to be breached.
An easy way to find out where an IP address is routed is to use the cOS Core CLI. Connect to the
CLI and use the following command:
Device:/> routes –lookup=<ip>
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The output from this command might look something like the following:
Device:/> routes -lookup=8.8.8.8
Looking up 8.8.8.8 in routing table "main":
Matching route:
Routing table :
Send via iface:
Gateway
:
Proxy ARP on
Local IP
Metric
Flags

0.0.0.0/0
main
EXTERNAL
203.0.113.1

:
: (use iface IP in ARP queries)
: 100
:

If we look at the "Send via iface" value in the CLI example, it is the "EXTERNAL" interface so this is
the interface we need to use in our policy.

Optional: Information about ARP
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) allows the mapping of a network layer protocol (OSI layer 3)
address to a data link layer hardware address (OSI layer 2). In data networks it is used to resolve
an IPv4 address into its corresponding Ethernet address. ARP operates at the OSI layer 2, data
link layer, and is encapsulated by Ethernet headers for transmission.
A host in an Ethernet network can communicate with another host only if it knows the Ethernet
address (MAC address) of that host. Higher level protocols such as IP make use of IP addresses
which are fundamentally different from a lower level hardware addressing scheme like the MAC
address. ARP is used to retrieve the Ethernet MAC address of a host by using its IP address.
When a host needs to resolve an IPv4 address to get the corresponding Ethernet address, it
broadcasts an ARP request packet. The ARP request packet contains the source MAC address, the
source IPv4 address and the destination IPv4 address. Each host in the local network receives
this packet. The host with the specified destination address sends an ARP reply packet to the
originating host with its MAC address.

Optional: Additional ARP modes when using ARP publish
When describing method one, ARP Publish, we used Publish mode but there are some other
settings here that could be of interest depending on the scenario. These modes are shown in
figure 3.15.11.
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Figure 3.15.11 The different ARP modes

Static Mode
A Static ARP object inserts a mapping into the cOS Core ARP cache which connects a specified IP
address with the associated Ethernet interface's MAC address. This mode is not for publishing
the address for external devices but rather for telling cOS Core itself how to reach external
devices.
A static ARP entry tells cOS Core that a specific IP address can be reached through a specific
interface using a specific MAC address. This means, that when cOS Core wants to communicate
with the address, it consults the ARP table static entries and it can determine that it can be
reached at a specific MAC address on a specific interface.
The most frequent use of static ARP objects is in situations where some external network device
is not responding to ARP requests correctly and is reporting an incorrect MAC address. Some
network devices, such as wireless modems, can have these problems. It may also be used to lock
an IP address to a specific MAC address for increasing security or to avoid denial-of-service
attacks if there are rogue users in a network.
However, such protection only applies to packets being sent to that IP address. It does not apply
to packets being sent from that IP address.

Publish and XPublish Modes
With Publish and XPublish modes, the ARP object creates an association between an IP address
and a MAC address for publishing on the interface to external devices. If the MAC address is not
specified, the MAC address of the associated Ethernet interface is used.
To understand the difference between Publish and XPublish, it is necessary to understand that
when cOS Core responds to an ARP query, there are two MAC addresses in the Ethernet frame
sent back with the ARP response. These two addresses are shown next in Figure 3.15.12.
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Figure 3.15.12 The Ethernet frame of an ARP response

The two MAC addresses illustrated in Figure 3.15.12 are the following:
1. The MAC address in the Ethernet frame of the Ethernet interface sending the response.
2. The MAC address in the ARP response which is contained within this frame. This is usually
the same as 1, the source MAC address in the Ethernet frame, but does not have to be.
The Publish option uses the real MAC address of the sending interface for the address (1) in the
Ethernet frame.
In rare cases, some network equipment will require that both MAC addresses in the response (1
and 2) are the same. In this case, XPublish is used since it changes both MAC addresses in the
response to be the published MAC address. In other words, XPublish "lies" about the source
address of the ARP response.
If a published MAC address is the same as the MAC address of the physical interface, it will make
no difference if Publish or XPublish is selected, the result will be the same.
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Recipe 3.16. Assigning Public IPs to protected hosts
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to assign public IP addresses to several computers located in the
University LAB network. We will use routing to tell cOS Core where to find the public IP
addresses and how cOS Core should behave when the host wants to communicate with the
outside world.

Detailed Discussion
This recipe will go into details about network and ARP default behaviors on an advanced level.
It's therefore recommended that the user has read and understood Recipe 3.15. Assigning
additional interface IPs before proceeding.
A very common scenario is when the administrator would like to assign a public IP address
directly to a machine behind the Clavister firewall. In our example scenario, we want to assign
one public IP address to each host computer in our lab network. This makes five IP addresses in
total, as shown below in Figure 3.16.1.

Figure 3.16.1 Assigning public IPs to LAB VLANs

We solve this using routing because we do not want to assign these IP addresses to a cOS Core
interface as we did previously.
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We go to the routing table main and create a new route with the parameters shown in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.16.2 A route for a public IP towards a LAB VLAN

As the route's interface (1), we choose the interface the target host is located behind. Prior to this
route creation, we will have already created an object in the address book for one of the public IP
addresses and we will use this as our network ( 2) on our route. In this example, the object
created corresponds to the IP address 203.0.113.16.
This newly created route means: "In order to find 203.0.113.16, send out an ARP request directly
on the Lab_Vlan01 interface."
The reason for this behavior is because we have not configured any default gateway, meaning
that we will not go through a router to reach the target network or IP.
An important question now comes up: what will be the source IP of such an ARP request sent out
by cOS Core?

Using Local IPs with multiple networks behind the same interface
When cOS Core sends an ARP request to locate 203.0.113.16, it will use the interface address as
sender. In our example it will be the interface address specified on the interface called "Lab_
Vlan01", which is 192.168.1.1.
This means that the target machine receives an ARP query from a source IP that is not part of its
own designated IP range (203.0.113.xx). The target machine will, in most cases, (based on how
the netmask is configured) ignore and drop the request. No communication between cOS Core
and the target machine will be possible as long as this problem persists.
If we attempt to configure a gateway address on our host computer using a public IP that is not
part of the host's own IP range, there will be a problem.
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For example, Microsoft Windows will generate a warning message like the one shown in the
screenshot below when attempting to do this.

Figure 3.16.3 Windows 10 gateway address warning

To solve this, we need to set the "Local IP" property of our newly created cOS Core route, as
shown below.

Figure 3.16.4 Configuring the Local IP on a route

The "Local IP" setting performs two important tasks:
l

l

The IP address configured for Local IP will be used as the source IP for ARP queries sent by
cOS Core.
cOS Core will respond to ARP towards the configured IP address on the target interface.

If the host computer has the IP address 203.0.113.16 assigned to it, it seems reasonable that it
should use a gateway that is within the same network segment, such as the ISP router address
203.0.113.1.

Further explanation of the Local IP
Let us ask the following question: "If cOS Core responds to the ARP request for IP 203.0.113.1,
does that not cause an IP conflict with the ISP router?”".
The answer is no, it will not. The reason why it is not a problem is because configuring "Local IP"
means only that cOS Core responds to ARP messages on the designated interface. The ISP router
is located behind the "EXTERNAL" interface and not Lab_Vlan01.
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We are telling a "lie" about the location of the IP address so that the machine with the public IP
thinks it is talking directly to the ISP router, when it fact it is talking to cOS Core.

The need for Proxy ARP
The main purpose of this recipe is to assign a public IP address to a computer behind the
firewall. However, in order for that to work, we must also take into account how the ISP router
behaves.
In most cases, the ISP router has a route pointing to the port or interface the firewall is located
behind. This means that the ISP router will perform ARP queries to locate any hosts in the
designated network segment.
If we look at the previous image of configuring the route ( Figure 3.16.4 ), we have routed the
public IP on the Lab_Vlan01 interface.
When the ISP sends an ARP query towards this IP (203.0.113.16) it will be received on the
EXTERNAL interface and not the VLAN. Since the target host that owns the IP address is behind
the VLAN and not the EXTERNAL interface, the host will not respond and communication will fail.
To solve this problem, we need to go to the Proxy ARP tab on our route and add the EXTERNAL
interface as an interface on which we will Proxy ARP the network. This is shown in the next
screenshot.

Figure 3.16.5 Configuring Proxy ARP on the EXTERNAL interface

Now, cOS Core will reply to ARP queries sent by the ISP router and then forward any packet
requests according to the configured routes.
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Configuring IP policies
Creating IP policies for communication to/from a public IP address that is configured in this way
is easier because we have no need for address translations in either direction.

Note
Since this is a lab network in the university, the policies can be extremely generous.
Using a public IP internally would not normally be allowed except in special
circumstances. A host exposed like this with a public IP can be a prime target for
hackers.
Extra care should be taken to make sure that this host can never reach any other
resources in protected networks and it should have local anti-virus scanning installed
and local firewall software should be correctly configured and up to date.

An example of how the IP policies are configured is shown below.

Figure 3.16.6 IP policies for having a public IP address on the LAB network

Optional: Traffic flow description
In order to better describe what this recipe has achieved, take a look at the next diagram.
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Figure 3.16.7 IP policies with a public IP address on the LAB network

The interactions that will occur in Figure 3.16.7 above are the following:
1. A client on the Internet wants to connect to the internal server at 203.0.113.16.
2. The connection request arrives at the ISP router (IP 203.0.113.1) which performs an ARP
query to locate the IP address 203.0.113.16.
3. cOS Core receives the ARP query (from IP 203.0.113.1) and replies to the ISP router saying
that "I own the IP 203.0.113.16".
4. The ISP router knows where the IP address is located and starts to initiate a connection
towards the target IP.
5. cOS Core now attempts to find the owner of the IP address 203.0.113.16 which it knows is
located behind the Lab_Vlan01 interface. It does this by sending an ARP query using the
source IP 203.0.113.1 as sender.
6. The internal server with the IP 203.0.113.16 behind the Lab_Vlan01 interface will see that
the ARP query is coming from a host within its own network segment and will respond to
the ARP request.
The initial part of the communication between the client and the server is now complete,
connections and packets can start to flow between the two hosts.
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Recipe 3.17. Bandwidth management
Objectives
The objective of this recipe is to implement a bandwidth limitation in the majority of the
university networks. The purpose is to avoid a situation where a few users can allocate all
available bandwidth in the University network.
We will use traffic shaping to implement a maximum bandwidth restriction based on the
interface and the network. An example of what we want to accomplish is shown next in Figure
3.17.1.

Figure 3.17.1 Setting bandwidth restrictions on interfaces and networks

Detailed Discussion
The main purpose of using traffic shaping (also referred to as traffic management, pipes or pipe
rules) is to impose restrictions in our university network. For our university example, we have a
fiber Internet connection of 1,000 Megabits (Mbits). By setting a limitation on each interface
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segment of 100 Mbits, we can avoid a situation where a single interface is able to use up all the
available bandwidth.

Note
With bandwidth, "Kilo" and "Mega" are multiples of 1000, not 1024. This means a
configured value of 1000 Kilobits per second on a pipe is equal to 1 Mbit.

For the interfaces LAB and DORMITORY, this is especially important because just a couple of
students using peer-to-peer file sharing could easily use up a large amount of bandwidth. That
could, in turn, lead to packet losses and general network disruptions.
To keep the initial scenario simple, we want to impose the restriction that each of our interfaces
should, at most, be able to send and receive at a total speed of 100 Mbits per second. This means
that all users behind a specific interface will be forced to share a 100 Mbit connection.

Note
In this example, we use an ISP connection with a bandwidth of 1,000 Mbits. However, in
a real-life network, the 1,000 Mbits is probably never available 100% of the time. For
this reason, it is recommended to always subtract an error margin of around 5 to 8
percent from the total available bandwidth when configuring traffic management.
So instead of assuming 1,000 Mbits is the total bandwidth available, it would be better
to assume it is around 930 Mbits. The reason for this is that cOS Core will behave as
though the configured total bandwidth is always available. If the ISP cannot actually
provide this, it could lead to packet loss because cOS core will try to allocate bandwidth
that actually may not be available.
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Creating bandwidth pipes for each interface
To accomplish bandwidth limitation, we first need to create at least two new "pipes". A Pipe is a
cOS Core configuration object that is used to define traffic shaping. A cOS Core object called a
Pipe Rule then determines which traffic goes through which pipes.
Traffic shaping is configured in the WebUI under Policies and Traffic Management, as shown
in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.17.2 Traffic Management in the WebUI

Under the Traffic Shaping section, we can create the two types of traffic shaping objects, Pipe
Rules and Pipes, as shown below.

Figure 3.17.3 Traffic shaping object types

When creating the first pipe object, we are presented with the general tab, as shown below.

Figure 3.17.4 Traffic shaping pipe's general tab
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All packets that pass through cOS Core traffic shaping pipes have a Precedence (1). In this
recipe, precedences will not been changed from their default values and so all packets will have
the default precedence, which is zero.
There are eight precedences which are numbered from 0 to 7. Precedence 0 is the least
important (lowest priority) precedence and 7 is the most important (highest priority) precedence.
We will go into more details about precedence in a later chapter. For now, we will leave it at the
default value.
cOS Core can provide a further level of control within pipes through the ability to split pipe
bandwidth between users in a Grouping (2) and to apply a traffic limit and guarantee to each
user. We will go into details about groupings later in this recipe. In this example, we leave it
unconfigured and with the default value of <none>.

Pipe Limits
Now, we will move on to the Pipe limits tab, which is shown below.

Figure 3.17.5 The pipe limits tab

With this tab, we configure what kind of limits we want to configure in our currently selected
pipe. As shown above, we have not set any values on any fields at all except the total value for
the Kilobits per second limit.
As shown on our initial network schematic at the beginning of this recipe, the idea was to give
each interface a simple bandwidth limit of 100 Mbits. Therefore we set the total pipe limit to a
value of 100,000 (100 Mbits) for this pipe.
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Two pipes are required, one for each direction
A common mistake regarding pipes is to forget that packets are flowing in two directions (which
is often referred to as bi-directional communication). This means that if we only create one pipe
and use that in our pipe rules for both incoming and outgoing data packets, it will be shared.
This will mean, in the worst case, we could get 50 Mbits of traffic flow instead of the 100 Mbits
we intended.
We therefore create two pipes, one to be used for incoming packets and another for outgoing as
shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.17.6 The two pipes for the Wi-Fi interface, one for each direction

Creating a pipe rule
Before we can use our newly created pipes, we must next create and configure the general
properties on a Pipe Rule, as shown below.

Figure 3.17.7 The general properties of a Pipe Rule

With pipes, we have the option to make a pipe for specific services (1) such as HTTP, DNS, ICMP.
That is if we want to apply bandwidth management on a very detailed level. To keep the example
simple, we will be applying our traffic shaping on all available services (all ports and protocols).
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By using source (2) and destination (3) restrictions on the interface and network, we tell cOS
Core that we want to apply our pipes for traffic that is initiated from the Wi-Fi interface and
network towards the EXTERNAL interface (Internet).
In other words, when Wi-Fi users want to surf on the Internet we will apply a pipe restriction on
the amount of total bandwidth the users behind the Wi- Fi can use when uploading or
downloading data.
That is also the reason why the destination network is set to all-nets. We do not know which of
the countless servers on the Internet the user will want to connect to.

Using pipes in a pipe rule
Now, it is time to use our newly created pipe in our pipe rule. For this, we go to the Traffic
Shaping tab which is shown in the next WebUI screenshot.

Figure 3.17.8 The pipe rule for traffic initiated behind the Wi-Fi interface

Here, traffic flow direction becomes a very important factor. When selecting which pipe to use in
the forward (1) or return (2) direction, we must first be clear on what kind of traffic we are
dealing with and in which direction it will flow.
Luckily, our example is very simple, so even if we by accident select the wrong pipe it would still
work as both pipes are of the same size. Even so, it is important that we are clear on the traffic
flow direction.
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Figure 3.17.9 below, helps to better explain the traffic flow and which pipe to use in each
direction.

Figure 3.17.9 Using forward or return chains depending on connection initiation

The precedence setting (3) is used if we want to override the precedence levels defined on pipes.
This setting is primarily used if several precedence levels are used on pipes in conjunction with
pipe chaining. An example would be if we want to give a single IP higher precedence level than
all other users in the network without creating additional pipes. We will not use this setting in
this chapter.

When multiple pipe rules are needed
In our first example, we only create one pipe rule and this rule handles traffic that flows from the
Wi-Fi interface towards the Internet. Normally we would create two pipe rules and the second
pipe rule is used for traffic that flows in the other direction (traffic initiated from the Internet
towards the Wi-Fi network).
The reason why we did not create a second pipe rule is because in our university network we
have no need to create IP policies that allows traffic to be initiated from the Internet towards the
Wi-Fi network. We therefore do not have a need to create a pipe rule for incoming traffic as this
will never trigger. If traffic is not allowed by any IP policy, any pipes for that same traffic will
never trigger.

Creating pipe rules for incoming traffic
Some of our other interfaces will definitely allow incoming connections, As an example, we will
consider the DMZ interface when we create incoming pipe rules.
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As we did for our Wi-Fi example above, we will create two pipes, one for incoming and one for
outgoing connections, as shown next in Figure 3.17.10.

Figure 3.17.10 Forward/Return chain example for connections from the Internet

As we can see in the diagram above, the pipe direction is reversed. The forward chain is for
traffic coming FROM the Internet going TOWARDS the web server. Think of the forward
direction from a "who is initiating the connection" perspective. That way, it is easier to determine
the forward and return chains.
When creating the pipes needed for the DMZ interface, we can simply clone the pipes we made
for the Wi-Fi interface and rename them, as shown below.

Figure 3.17.11 Two pipe rules for the DMZ interface

Then we create two pipe rules, one for traffic that initiated from the DMZ and another rule for
traffic that is initiated from the Internet. For the outgoing pipe rule, we configure them exactly as
the rule for the Wi-Fi interface, except we are using the DMZ interface.
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The rule that will be different is the incoming pipe rule. The first part of the incoming pipe rule is
shown in the next screenshot.

Figure 3.17.12 The incoming pipe rule for the DMZ interface

The difference here is that the direction of the traffic flow is reversed. Our clients are located on
the Internet and they are trying to connect to something located in the DMZ, such a web server.
For this reason, the source interface becomes EXTERNAL and the source network becomes allnets (as we do now know which source IP the clients will have).
What can be difficult in this scenario is the fact that the destination Interface (1 in the image
above) will be Core and Destination Network (2 in the image above) is one of the public IP
addresses that cOS Core owns. The forward and return chains for incoming connections are
shown below.

Figure 3.17.13 Forward and Return chains for incoming traffic to DMZ
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Destination interface of Core explained
The Destination Interface must be Core in this scenario as the client on the Internet is trying to
initiate the connection FROM the Internet towards one of the IP addresses that belongs to cOS
Core.

Important
Even though we use SAT in a policy to redirect the traffic to a private server on the
inside, the pipe rule MUST be configured based on how traffic arrives BEFORE any
address translations occur.
This is the reason why the destination interface and network for our incoming traffic is
NOT the DMZ interface or the Dmz-Net object.

Note
The destination interface should be selected based on the routing decision that cOS
Core makes.

Here is the difficult part, the interface is not always Core. As mentioned in Recipe 3.15. Assigning
additional interface IPs, the destination interface can vary depending on where the IP or network
is routed. Including too much or excluding some parts of the network involved in the traffic
shaping configuration can cause the bandwidth allocation and calculation to be incorrect.
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Modifying the bandwidth allocations based on requirements
We now have pipes and pipe rules for each interface, but are the bandwidth allocations
reasonable? Is 100 Mbits enough for the Wi-Fi network? What about the DORMITORY or LAB?

Note
To keep things easy and to the point, we will view the lab network as one interface for
the purposes of the example.

As we have 1,000 Mbits to play around with, we may want to revise the bandwidth allocations to
be more suitable for what we expect for the various interfaces. The Wi-Fi and DORMITORY
interfaces would most likely generate the most amount of traffic as the students may want to
view training videos, Youtube, Netflix, and so on. That can consume a large amount of
bandwidth.
We have 6 different interfaces. If we allocate 100 Mbits to each of them, we have a total of 600
Mbits, so we still have 400 Mbits to spare.
Increasing the Wi-Fi and DORMITORY bandwidth allocation would be a good idea, with 200 to
Wi-Fi and 400 to the DORMITORY. This is of course a reasonable assumption but each network
is unique, perhaps the DMZ interface needs more bandwidth for incoming connections so we
will need to move incoming bandwidth allocations from the DORMITORY interface to the DMZ.
In the end, the decision is the administrator's.

Pipes and Stateless Policies
Pipes will not work on Stateless policies. In order to keep track of bandwidth usage between two
hosts, it is a requirement that the traffic is sent through connections created by cOS Core. As
Stateless Policies do not create cOS Core connections, they cannot be used in conjunction with
traffic shaping.
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Recipe 3.18. Dynamic bandwidth balancing
Objectives
In the previous recipe we implemented a simple bandwidth limitation per interface. This,
however, only means that we tell cOS Core that users behind each interface have a bandwidth
limitation, there is nothing that stops a user allocating 99% of all available bandwidth.
The objective of this recipe is to implement a bandwidth limitation method that can balance the
available bandwidth dynamically between users based on their source IP to avoid one user
hogging all the bandwidth for the interface behind which they are located.

Detailed Discussion
The traffic shaping covered up to this point is very basic. It is the simplest possible traffic shaping
situation where we configure a fixed limit on each interface.
It has some big drawbacks. For instance, let us look at the DORMITORY network where we have
implemented a 400 Mbit limit in both directions. There is no limitation per IP or user, which
means that one single user could use up all the available bandwidth (in this example 400 Mbits).
This will cause irritation and frustration for all the users behind the interface and lead to the
situation illustrated below in Figure 3.18.1.

Figure 3.18.1 One user takes up nearly all bandwidth
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The solution to this problem is to implement grouping and dynamic balancing so that no one
user can take up all available bandwidth if there are other users active in the network.
In this example, we will be using the DORMITORY interface of the university network. The reason
why we choose this interface as our example is because we expect the DORMITORY network to
be under the heaviest load as students will most likely want to access Youtube, Netflix and other
high bandwidth services during the evenings when they unwind after a long day of lectures and
study. Our current pipes and pipe rules configured for the DORMITORY interface and network
are shown in the following three images.

Figure 3.18.2 Currently configured DORMITORY pipes

Figure 3.18.3 Currently configured DORMITORY pipe rules

Figure 3.18.4 Currently configured DORMITORY pipe rule chains
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The solution: Dynamic balancing of groups
To solve the bandwidth allocation problem, we will be using an option on our pipes called
Grouping ( 1 ) in combination of with the option Dynamic Balancing of groups ( 2 ) in the
properties for the Dorm-Out pipe, as shown below.

Figure 3.18.5 Grouping and Dynamic balancing options on the Dorm-Out pipe

By enabling these two options we are telling cOS Core two things:
l

l

We tell cOS Core that each IP address in the DORMITORY network is to be treated as a
group object.
We tell cOS Core that each group (IP) should be balanced between each other if the total
bandwidth available on the pipe exceeds the total limit.

Note
The grouping type will be different depending on if we are configuring the Forward or
Return chain pipe. This will be discussed in more detail later on in this recipe.
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If we look at the current configuration of our pipes, we see that the total limit has been set at 400
Mbits. This means that as long as we do not exceed this total bandwidth limit, no dynamic
balancing will be performed.
An example of this is shown next in Figure 3.18.6.

Figure 3.18.6 Each IP/client gets required bandwidth as 400 Mbits not reached

The bandwidth used by our two clients is a total of 370 Mbits. Since we have 400 Mbits to play
around with, there is currently no need for cOS Core to perform bandwidth balancing.

When the total bandwidth limit is exceeded
If we have several clients that request bandwidth that exceeds the total configured limit (400
Mbits in this case), dynamic balancing will kick in and start to balance the bandwidth between
the requesting clients. For example, suppose we have three hosts who request 200 Mbit each,
giving a total requested bandwidth of 600 Mbit. As this is higher than the 400 Mbit limit we
have, the dynamic balancing would kick in and balance the available bandwidth between these
hosts so that each host would get around 133 Mbit (400 / 3 = 133). This is shown next in Figure
3.18.7.
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Figure 3.18.7 Dynamic balancing shares bandwidth between clients

The Forward and Return chain explained further
Here, it is important to be aware that the rules and pipes must be configured based on in which
direction packets are flowing. In our DORMITORY network example, we only have only one pipe
rule as we will not be allowing incoming connections being initiated from the Internet towards
the DORMITORY network.
For DORMITORY, we configured one pipe rule, but a pipe rule should nearly always configured
with at least two pipes. One for the forward chain and another for the return, as shown in Figure
3.18.8.

Figure 3.18.8 Forward and Return chain for the DORMITORY interface

Here, cOS Core forwards a request/connection from a client behind the DORMITORY interface
to a server on the Internet. The server then returns an answer to the client. This is of course true
of all the traffic sent over the connection once it is established.
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The grouping will be different for the incoming and outgoing pipe
The descriptions regarding grouping and dynamic balancing have so far been for the Dorm-Out
pipe object. This object is used on the Forward Chain on the pipe rule as shown previously. This,
however, means that we have only implemented half of the required pipe changes needed for
dynamic balancing to work properly.
In order for dynamic balancing to work for the return chain, we need to modify our "Dorm-In"
pipe object as well.
For the "Dorm-In" pipe, we configure grouping by destination IP, as shown in Figure 3.18.9.

Figure 3.18.9 Grouping and dynamic balancing for the Dorm-In pipe

The Grouping value for the Dorm-In (Return chain) will be the destination IP as we need to look
at the direction the traffic is flowing from a cOS Core perspective.
For example, suppose a PC on the DORMITORY network with the IP address 10.20.10.50
connects with a web server on the Internet with the IP address 203.0.113.254. Including the port
numbers, cOS Core will create a connection like this:

DORMITORY:10.20.10.50:47335 -> EXTERNAL: 203.0.113.254:80
If we then reverse this connection, it will look like this:

EXTERNAL: 203.0.113.254:80 -> DORMITORY:10.20.10.50:47335
This means that "EXTERNAL" becomes the source interface and "203.0.113.254" is the source
network. "DORMITORY" and "10.20.10.50" become the destination interface and network. This is
illustrated next in Figure 3.18.10.
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Figure 3.18.10 Forward and return chain example

It would not make much sense to group the return chain based on the source IP as it is a single
IP. It is better to group on the destination IP as we always know it consists of the various IP
addresses in our DORMITORY network and is a good separator for bandwidth distribution.
It is reasonable to assume that our clients will connect to the same target servers (such as
Facebook, Youtube, Netflix). If we were to group them by the source IP for the return chain, the
bandwidth distribution would still work, but just not as well.
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Afterword
Thoughts from the Author
This is where we end the second edition of the cOS Core cookbook. I hope that you have
developed a good practical knowledge from your reading of all the recipes that we have
included so far and that your understanding of cOS Core has improved.

We have so far only scratched the surface of what we can accomplish with cOS Core. One section
that I believe many find missing in this book is how to set up encrypted virtual private network
(VPN) tunnels using IPsec, L2TP, PPTP, GRE and SSL.

VPN is a very extensive topic and it can be a bit overwhelming at times due to its complexity.
Therefore, it is important that we first start with the basics and increase the difficulty and
complexity of recipes as we progress. This cookbook focuses on basics and introduces some of
the more complex scenarios but there is a lot more to explain and discuss. VPN will be included
in future publications of this cookbook series.
Best regards,
Peter Nilsson.

If you have any suggestions, want to vote for a topic, send a change request or something else
that you would like to see in the next cookbook, don't hesitate to contact us at
cookbook@clavister.com.
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This is the first book about the Clavister cOS Core network operating
system, where network security expert Peter Nilsson goes through the
basics and also more advanced recipes on how to configure the cOS Core
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